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ABSTRACT
Robotics For Nuclear Waste Handling
by
Tao Chen
Dr.Ashok Iyer, Examination Committee Chair 
Professor o f Electrical Engineering 
University o f Nevada, LasVegas
This research focuses on the development o f the control system o f a dual arm 
industrial robot. A  controller fo r the position control o f unconstrained robot arm is also 
presented. System architecture, hardware configuration and software development are 
discussed in detail.
The experimental set-up consists Remotec's RM -lO A dual arm manipulator. Each 
arm has six separate motorized motions w ith position sensors. The manipulator is 
controlled by a Texas Instruments' TMS320C40 parallel D igital Signal Processors installed 
on the QPC/C40B Board. The PID control software which is embedded on the D igital 
Signal Processor is developed using C language. A  Graphical User Interface is also 
developed using M icrosoft Msual C++ to facilitate easy operation o f the robot.
m
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
W ith the rapid development o f industries, a large quantity o f hazardous waste has 
been produced. For example nuclear power plants produce a lo t o f nuclear waste per year. 
People must meet the challenge o f finding solutions to cleaning up the environment by 
remediation o f hazardous waste sites and at the same time reducing health risks and 
improving the safety o f hazardous waste site field personnel To acconq>lish this, we need 
to use all available technologies that w ill better protect the health and safety o f site 
personnel, as w ell as improve the efficiency o f cleanup operations. [1 ,2 ].
1.1 Background
The application o f robotic technology to address the problems associated with 
hazardous wastes becomes increasingly inqwrtant. Applications o f robotic systems to 
hazardous waste sites are a major departure from  industrial applications in factory 
assembly lines, laboratory automation and manufacturing. Robotics offer substantive 
opportunities fo r safer, faster and cheaper fie ld  operations. Safe operations result from 
removing the worker from direct proxim ity o f the hazard and performing work through 
remote robotic manipulation; fast operations result through automation, increased speed
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
and efficiency; and cheaper operations result as a consequence o f the other two and the 
resultant increase in  productivity.
In the past, the main justification fo r using field robots was to avoid placing 
personnel in extremely hazardous situations. Robots have also been applied in less 
disastrous but sim ilarly hazardous situations encountered in nuclear industries, m ilitary 
operations, and deep sea and outer space exploration. Equally important applications are 
possible in hazardous waste management and emergency and remedial response operations 
at abandoned hazardous waste sites. The potential fo r application o f robotics as a growing 
technology fo r hazardous waste management is virtua lly untapped. Field applications o f 
robots are possible not only to the cleanup o f sites that results firom commercial and 
industrial operations but also to those that result firom m ilitary activities and nuclear 
energy and weapons production. The cleanup o f the nation's m ilitary wastes resulting fi*om 
weapons production and storage is estimated at over $150 billion . S im ilarly the 
Department o f Energy's (DOE) nuclear waste management program is just as demanding 
[2].
1.2 Hazardous Waste Site Robot Components
The term robot and robotic system encompasses several independent engineering 
principles including mechanical, electrical and computer engineering. For example, mobile 
robot systems combine this expertise to address the needs o f locomotion, automation, task 
performance, controls and remote sensors. An robot is actually a conçosite o f numerous 
components that have been developed fo r other applications. It has been assembled into 
what can generally be defined as a self-propelled, programmable, m ultifunctional 
manipulator fo r moving material, parts, tools, or specialized equipment through a range o f
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
variable programmed motions fo r the performance o f a variety o f tasks. W ith the rapid 
growth o f new technologies, there has been a corresponding increase in names, terms and 
acronyms to identify the various systems now being applied in the robotics industry. There 
are however, fundamentally two major components o f a robot system; the component 
responsible fo r conducting work and performing actions or the robotic function., and, the 
component responsible fo r robot direction or the control junction.
1.2.1 Robotic Function
The robotic function is the action component o f a mobile robot systems and is 
sim ilar to traditional automation used in industry. In  highly automated factories, there are 
two types o f automation: hard or fixed automation, and flexible automation.
Hard or fixed automation is designed to perform  a single function respectively fo r 
the duration o f the useful life  o f the equipment and is not programmable.
Flexible automation is designed to perform a m ultitude o f different functions and is 
typically associated w ith robots. Consequently, one o f the critica l elements o f a robotic 
system is that it can be programmed to perform specific actions respectively and then 
subsequently be reprogrammed to perform a to ta lly new and independent action. In  fact, 
most robots can be programmed to perform a m ultitude o f functions sequentially and in 
certain instances can be programmed off-line to perform  new actions w ithout interrupting 
the robot's current functions.
A robot therefore is an automatically controlled m ultifunctional device that is able 
to move a ll or part o f itse lf through variable programmed motions fo r the performance o f 
a variety o f tasks and is able to adapt itse lf by independently interacting w ith and 
responding to the environment in  which it  is operating.
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One o f the methods o f defining the level o f flex ib ility  o f a system's robotic function 
is through its number o f degrees o f freedom. Basically, each jo in t or axis o f a robot 
permits the parts fixed at the jo in t to move in a specific way. This is one degree o f 
freedom.
1.2.2 Control Function
The control function o f a robotic system spans a broad range o f technology from 
hunum-in-the-loop controlled remote system to advanced autonomous systems. The 
control o f robots and robotic systems spans the field from  human operator to fu lly 
con^uter controlled(w ith human programming). Typically both human operators and 
computers share in the control o f robots.
The tools, arms, and or functional designs o f the robot depend on its specific 
applications. The basic unit traditionally considered as a fundamental component o f the 
robot is a standard robot arm. The arm usually has three or more degrees o f freedom, has 
a gripping capability through remote teleoperation or through pre-programmed motions or 
actions.
The robot used in my experiment is RM -lO A industrial robot. An industrial robot 
is a general purpose manipulator consisting o f several rig id  links connected in series by 
revolute or prismatic jo ints. One end o f the chain is attached to a supporting base, while 
the other end is free and attached w ith a too l to manipulate objects or perform  assembly 
tasks. The motion o f the jo ints results in relative motion o f the links.
13 Scope of Research
Before using robot, we should analyze some basic problems o f robot.
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The kinematic analysis o f computer-controlled manipulators consisting o f six 
degrees-of-freedom is firs t discussed. The kinematics problem deals w ith the analytical 
study o f the spatial configuration o f the robot arm as a function o f time w ithout regard to 
the forces/moments that cause the motion, in particular the relations between the jo in t- 
variable space and the position and orientation o f the end-effector o f a robot arm.
The most basic requirement for a manipulator is the ability to move from one 
position to another or making the end effector follow  a given trajectory. A  basic problem 
is how to select a trajectory between a given in itia l position and final position o f the end 
effector w ith a time interval allowed for moving between them. There are a lo t o f methods 
o f solving this problem. A  simple method based on polynomial functions o f time is applied 
in this control system.
In this thesis, the issue o f design a computer based robot control system has been 
discussed. The hardware and software o f this system is articulated in great detail in this 
thesis. Though the robot used in this research is Remotec's RM -lOA industrial robot, 
these methods can be easily applied in the design and development o f other robot control 
systems.
1.4 Organization of Thesis
The thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 describes the major equipment and 
systems' configuration used in this robot control system. In  Chapter 3, kinematics o f the 
R M -lO A manipulator is analyzed. Chapter 4 discusses trajectory planning. Chapter 5 
articulates the system structure and configuration. Hardware equipment and how to set up 
them are explained in detail. Chapter 6 discusses D igita l Signal Processors, data 
acquisition boards and the embedded control software programming. Chapter 7 discusses
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
the implementation o f PID controller and presents some experimental results. Chapter 8 
concludes the study and discusses the scope fo r future improvement and research.
i^p e n d ix  A gives an embedded control system program, " a.c " w ritten by TTs 
TMS320C40 C compiler. This program is very useful and can be easily modified to cater 
to other applications. Appendix B shows the software configuration, w ithout which 
system can not work correctly. Appendix C outlines the PID parameters used by the 
control system. Appendix D to G show the connectors' w ire connection.
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CHAPTER 2 
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
2.1 General Introduction
The RM -lO A manipulator system is shown on Hgure 2.1. The system consists o f 
the manipulator, servo power amplifiers, control computer and interconnecting electrical 
cables. These individual units are mechanically and electrically separable. This chapter 
describes the above units and the associated sub assemblies.
Control Con^uter
Command M otor
Signals ^ Power Power
An^HEer
Feedback Signals
RM-lOA
Figure 2.1 System Configuration
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823 Manipulator
The manipulator is the part o f the manipulator system that would norm ally enter a 
hostile environment. It  is man-like in size and configured w ith two identical arms attached 
to a torso structure. The arm has six degrees o f freedom and consists o f shoulder, elbow, 
w rist and one degree o f freedom o f the end-effector. A  motor-driven jo in t at the top o f 
the torso allows over 360° rotation capability and provides a mounting surface for 
attaching the transporter adaptor.
23 Manipulator Motions
As illustrated on Figure 2-2, each arm has six degrees o f m otion[3] including end 
effector (tong) gripping motion. Table 2-1 lists the dynamic capabilities o f each motion. 
Arm  motions are actuated by TRW permanent magnet, brush-type, 27 Vdc gear motors 
that are protected against current overload by control lim its. A ll arm motions except tong 
gripping are protected from  mechaiucal over travel by positional software lim its. An arm 
weighs approximately 57 LB (26 kg) and can continuously operate handling a 22 LB (10 
kg) load w ith the arm fu lly  extended. Higher loads to 35 lb. (16 kg) can be handled on an 
interm ittent basis.
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J=o=
Figure 2-2 Arm Motions 
Each motion (degree-of-fteedom) drive mechanism is described below:
Motion Range
(degree)
Minimum No-Load 
Velocity (degree/second)
Stall
Torque/Force
1 220 15 1800 in. lb. (157 Nm)
2 220 20 800 in. lb. (63 Nm)
3 150 25 800 in. lb. ( I l l  Nm)
4 360 85 300 in. lb. ( I l l  Nm)
5 180 85 300 in. lb. (36 Nm)
6 900 85 150 in. lb. (36 Nm)
7 1 inVsec. 
(25 mm/sec.)
20 lb. (7 kg) @ High 
8 lb. (3kg) @ Low
Table 2-1 Drive Mechanism
• Motion 1 (Shoulder Pitch)
This motion is generated through spur gears that connect the gear m otor output 
shaft directly to the input o f a Compudrive orbital speed reducer driver. The main 
drive shaft o f the Compudrive reducer is hollow to allow  passage o f electrical
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cables. The output o f the Compudrive unit attaches directly to the shoulder 
housing.
•  M otion 2 (Shoulder R oll)
M otion 2 drive components are identical to motion 1 except fo r a different ratio at 
the gear motor output. The upper arm is rig id ly  attached to the output o f the 
Compudrive.
•  M otion 3 and 4 (Elbow Pitch and Elbow R oll)
These two axes o f freedom are developed through a differentia l drive train by two 
identical gear motors located at right angle to the jo in t. Each o f these gear motors 
(designated as Elbow Inside and Elbow Outside motors) drives a pair o f bevel 
gears that act as inputs to the differential. The differential's yoke member has a 
0.38-in. (9.5 mm) diameter through hole fo r electrical cables. When both bevel 
gears move in the same direction, a pitch motion ( motion 3 ) is produced.
Opposite rotation o f the bevel gears produces yaw motion ( motion 4 ).
•  M otion 5 (W rist Pitch)
M otion 5 is driven by two identical gear motors located in the lower arm tube. 
Attached to each gear motor’s output shaft is a pinion bevel gear that meshes w ith 
a larger driven bevel gear. These larger bevel gears are rig id ly  attached to a 
bearing-supported yoke member that supports the lower arm tube. W rist pitch 
motion is generated when the gear motors are driven in the same direction.
•  M otion 6 (W rist R oll)
The tong assembly is supported by a griper adapter attached to the w rist jo in t
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output M otion 6 is driven by two identical gear motors in the lower arm tube. 
Attached to each gear motor's output shaft is a pinion bevel gear that meshes w ith 
a larger driven bevel gear. W rist ro ll motion is generated when the gear motors are 
driven in  opposite directions.
M otion 7 (End E ffector G rip)
End effector open and close motion is produced by a compact gear motor that 
drives a worm and pair o f work gears through a spur gear set. Each worm gear 
drives a pair o f lin k  that p ivot radially in  opposite directions to provide the opening 
and closing action. A  mechanical stop lim its the end effector opening travel. A 
current lim it stops electrical power to the gear motor when a travel stop is 
reached. The worm gear drive prevents back-driving o f the end effector gripping 
motion.
2A Servo Power Amplifiers
The servo amplifiers and the associated power supplies are housed in a slide-out 
rack and mounted in a process control cabinet. The main power switching and distribution 
are done at the process control cabinet. The slide out am plifier chassis contains two card 
racks which hold the plug in m otor am plifier cards. In  addition to the card racks, the slide- 
out anq)Iifier chassis also contains two 35 vo lt power supplies (one fo r each set o f arm 
motor am plifiers). The power supplies are enabled through solid state relays. The shoulder 
motors are driven by Copley’s Model 201 Pulse W idth M odulation (PW M) Servo 
Amplifiers. A ll other motors are driven by Copley’s Model 200 Pulse W idth Modulation 
servo amplifiers. Though the am plifiers are provided w ith pins fo r connecting tachometer
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signals, they are le ft open due to non availability o f velocity signals from  the motor. A ll the 
amplifiers output current proportional to input voltage which comes from Control 
Computer.
23 Control Computer
The control computer is a pentium 90 MHz Personal Computer. It houses one 
Spectrum Signal processing’s Quad C40 processor board (QPC/C40B), one PC/32DIO 
board and two Loughborough Sound Images’ PC/16108 multi-channel I/O  board. The 
QPC/C40B board hosts a Texas Instruments’ TMS320C40 parallel D igital Signal 
Processor where our control program w ill run. Each o f the PC/16108 boards provides a 
sixteen channel 12 b it Analog to D igita l Converter (ADC), an eight channel 12 bit D igital 
to Analog Converter (DAC) and four d ig ita l input and four d ig ita l output lines. The digital 
signal processor, C40, communicates w ith the host PC through PC Bus. The PC/16108 
boards are interfaced w ith the QPC/C40B board through a 50 way EDC cable and 
communicate through it. The PC/32DIO board is used to control the encoders and 
decoders operation. Encoders are installed on each m otor to m onitor the degree and 
direction o f rotation o f each m otor. Decoders are used to get the rotation values from 
encoderss. The QPC/C40B board, TMS320C40 parallel D igital Signal Processors, the 
PC I6/108 boards and the encoders/decoders are described in detail in the follow ing 
chapters.
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CHAPTERS
KINEM ATICS
The kinematics problem deals w ith the analytical study o f the spatial configuration 
o f the robot arm as a function o f time w ithout regard to the forces/moments that cause the 
motion, in particular the relations between the joint-variable space and the position and 
orientation o f the end-effector o f a robot arm.
The kinematics problem usually consists o f two subproblems; the direct (forward) 
and inverse kinematics problems. The direct kinematics problem is to find the position and 
orientation o f the end effector o f a manipulator w ith respect to a reference coordinate 
system, given the jo in t variable 9n] o f the robot arm and the various geometric
link parameters, where n is the number o f degrees-of-freedom. The inverse kinematics 
problem is to find the jo in t variable vector 6 fo r positioning the end effector at the desired 
position w ith the desired orientation, given the position and orientation o f the end effector 
w ith respect to the reference coordinate system and the various geometric link parameters.
3.1 Homogeneous Transform ation
The position o f a rig id  body in space is expressed in terms o f the position o f a 
suitable point on the body w ith respect to a reference frame (translation), while its
13
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orientation is expressed in terms o f the components o f the unit vectors o f a frame attached 
to the body - w ith orig in in  the above point - w ith  respect to the same reference frame 
( rotation ).
X o
Figure 3.1 Representation o f a point P in  frame {0> and <1}
As shown in Rgure 3.1, consider an arbitrary point P in space. Let be the vector 
o f coordinates o f P w ith respect to the reference frame Oo-xoyoZo. Consider then another 
frame in space Oi-xiyizt. Let be the vector describing the orig in o f frame 1 w ith
respect to frame 0, and r O be the rotation m atrix o f frame 1 w ith respect to frame 0. Let
also be the vector o f coordinates o f P w ith respect to frame 1. On the basis o f simple 
geometry, the position o f point P w ith respect to the reference frame can be expressed as
pl = 0? + Ri'pOnl (3.1)
where
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j^ o : the rotation m atrix,
Qo : the position vector o f the orig in o f frame {1 > w ith respect to <0>
Hence, equation (3.1) represents the coordinate tramformation (translation + 
rotation ) o f a bound vector between two frames.
In order to achieve a compact representation o f the relationship between the 
coordinates o f the same point in two different frames, the homogeneous representation o f 
a generic vector p  can be introduced as the vector p formed by adding a fourth unit
component :
P =
(3.2)
The coordinate transformation can also be written in  terms o f the (4x4) m atrix;
Tp =
■r ? O f 
OT 1
0  3)
which is termed homogeneous transformation matrix.
As can be seen from  (3.3), the transformation o f a vector from  frame 1 to frame 0 
is expressed by a single m atrix containing the rotation matrix o f frame 1 w ith respect to 
frame 0 and the translation vector from  the origin o f frame 0 to the origin o f frame 1. 
Therefore, the coordinate transform ation (3.1) can be compactly rewritten as
P{P}='Ï?P{1}
Notice that fo r the homogeneous transformation m atrix, the orthogonality property 
does not hold; hence, in  general.
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In sum, a homogeneous transformation m atrix expresses the coordinate 
transformation between two frames in a compact form . I f  the frames have the same origin, 
it reduces to the rotation matrix. Instead, if  the frames have distinct origins, it allows 
keeping the notation w ith superscripts and subscripts that directly characterize the current 
frame and the fixed frame. A  sequence o f coordinate transformations can be composed by 
the product
where j | - i  denotes the homogeneous transformation relating the description o f a
point in  frame i to the description o f the same point in  frame i - l .
Determining the position and orientation o f any jo in t in this RM -lO A robot relative 
to its reference coordinate frame requires the transformation o f coordinates through a ll 
other joints between the reference frame and this jo in t. Since the robot has six joints, it is 
necessary to set up six coordinate transfers, one fo r each jo in t to find the position and 
orientation o f the end effector.
3.2 Denavit-Hartenberg Convention( D-H convention)
The construction o f an operating procedure fo r the computation o f direct 
kinematics naturally derived from the typical open kinematic chain o f the manipulator 
structure. In fact, since each jo in t connects two and only two consecutive links, it is 
reasonable to consider firs t the description o f kinematic relationship between consecutive 
links and then to obtain the overall description o f manipulator kinematics in a recursive
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fashion. To this purpose, I use Denavit-Hartenberg convention {D-H convention ) [4 ] to 
define the frames. W ith reference to Figure 3-2, let axis i denote the axis o f the jo in t 
connecting link /- I to link i . The so called Denavit-Hartenberg convention is adopted to 
define lin k  frame i:
AXIS 
JOINT i-l AXIS 
JOINT i AXIS JOINT i + 1
UNK i
■ » - i
'i-l
Figure 3.2 Denavit-Hartenberg Kinematic Parameters
•  Choose axis Zi along the axis o f jo in t i+ l.
•  Locate the origin Oi at the intersection of axis w ith the common normal to 
axes zi-t and zi. Also, locate Or at the intersection o f the common normal w ith
Zi-l.
•  Choose axis xi along the common normal to axes /and ZI w ith direction from  
jo in t/ to jo in t 1+ 1.
•  Choose axis >v so as to complete the right-handed frame.
Please refer to Rgure 3-2.
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Once the link frames have been established, the position and orientation o f frame / 
w ith respect to frame i-i are completely specified by the fo llow ing parameters:
a, distance between Oi and Or,
di coordinate o f Oi along zi-i,
Oi angle between axes z/ i and zi about xi to be taken positive when is made
counter-clockwise,
01 angle between axes xt-i and xi to be taken positive when rotation is made 
counter-clockwise.
Two o f the four parameters (a, and % ) are always constant and depend only on 
the geometry o f connection between consecutive jo in ts established by link i. O f the 
remaining two parameters, only one is variable depending on the type o f Joint that 
connects link /-1 to lin k  i. In  particular
•  if  jo in t / is revolute, the variable is 8 ,.
•  if  jo in t i is prism atic, the variable is di.
Using this method, the coordinate transformation between frame i and frame i- l 
can be expressed as: ( For detailed analysis, see [5] )
(3.6)co s(0 i) - s m ( 0 j ) c o s ( a j )  sin(0j )s in (a i ) a jC os(a j)
sin(0i) cos(0i)cos(ai) -cos(aj)sin(ai) aiSin(a; )
0  s in (a ; ) co s (a j) d j
G O  0  1
Notice that the transformation m atrix from  i  to frame i- l is a function only o f the 
jo in t variable i, that is fo r a revolute jo in t or d, fo r a prism atic jo in t
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3.3 Link Frame Assignments for RM-lOA
RM -lOA manipulator has two arms, each o f which has six degrees o f freedom 
which is realized by six revolute joints. Since both arms are identical, only one arm is 
discussed here fo r kinematic analysis. Figure 3.3 shows the link frame assignments o f 
RM -lOA using Denavit-Hartenberg convention.
•^X o .X i
■ Ç ^ 2 .Z 3
i  X 4 .X 5
Figure 3.3 L ink frame assignment o f RM -lOA 
The reference frame {0 } is fixed at the base o f the shoulder. The joints 4,5 and 6 
a ll intersect at a common point.
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3.4 L in k  param eters fo r RM -lO A
Using D-H convention, the link parameters fo r RM -lO A can be found and are put 
in  the table below (which is often call D-H table);
jo in t i a,m deg.
4
m
di
deg.
1 0 90 0
2 a2 0 0 d2
3 0 -90 0 $2
4 0 90 64 d.
5 0 -90 0 ds
6 0 0 d6 de
Note : a2-0.492m, d4-0.545m , d6-0.262m 
Table 3.1 D-H table fo r RM -lO A
3.5 D irect K inem atics fo r RM -lO A
The link transformations describing the relationship between the frames are 
calculated using the above D-H table and equation 3.6:
(3.7-1)
55. n - r  n
T  1 -
c , 0 S, 0
S, 0 - C  1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
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T^ =
t 2 =
T i =
t | =
Ca -S j 0 a2 Cz (3.7-2)
S2 C2 0 a2 S 2
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 I
C 3 0 - S 3 O' (3.7-3)
S 3 0 C 3 0
0 -1 0 0
0 0 0 1
C4 0 S4 o' (3.7-4)
S4 0 --C4 0
0 1 0 d4
0 0 0 1
C 5 0 - s 5 0 (3.7-5)
S 5 0 c . 0
0 -1 0 0
0 0 0 1
C6 - s 6 0 O' (3.7-6)
S6 Ce 0 0
0 0 1 d6
0 0 0 1
t | =
The Denavit-Hartenberg convention allows constructing the direct kinematics 
function by composition o f the individual coordinate transformations expressed by 
function (3.5) into one homogeneous transformation m atrix. Having defined a frame for 
each link, the coordinate transformation describing the position and orientation o f frame n 
w ith respect to the base frame is given by Eqn. (3.8)
TS =  T ? T i...T g "^  (3.8)
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Thus, we can find the transformation m atrix jO  describing the last frame {6 } w ith 
respect to the reference frame {0 } by using formula 3.7. Here the notations C; and Sj are 
used instead o f cosine and sine o f 0 , and Cy and are used instead o f cosine and sine o f
0i +0 j .
Tg =
R ii R|2 R .3 Px
R21 R22 R23 Py
R3, R32 R33 Pz
0 0 0 1
(3.9)
Where:
R l 1 -  c6 c5 c4 c l c2 c3 - c6  c5 c 4 c l s2 s3 - c6  c5 s i s4 - c6 s5 c l c2 s3
- c6  s5 c l s2 c3 - s6 s 4 c l c2 c3 + s6 s4 c l s2 s3 - s6 s i c4
R l2 -  - s6  c5 c 4 c l c2 c3 + s6  c5 c4 c l s2 s3 + s6  c5 s i s4 + s6 s5 c l c2 s3 + 
s6  s5 c l s2 c3 - c6  s4 c l c2 c3 + c6  s4 c l s2 s3 - c6 s i c4
Rl3 -  - s5 c4 c l c2 c3 + s5 c4 c l s2 s3 + s5 s i s4 - c5 c l c2 s3 - c5 c l s2 c3
R21 -  c6 c5 c4 s i c2 c3 - c6  c5 c4 s i s2 s3 + c6 c5 c l s4 - c6 s5 s i c2 s3
- c6  s5 s i s2 c3 - s6 s4 s i c2 c3 + s6 s4 s i s2 s3 + s6 c l c4
R22 -  - s6  c5 c4 s i c2 c3 + s6  c5 c4 s i s2 s3 - s6  c5 c l s4 + s6 s5 s i c2 s3 
+ s6  s5 s i s2 c3 - c6 s4 s i c2 c3 + c6  s4 s i s2 s3 + c6 c l c4
R23 -  - s5 c4 s i c2 c3 + s5 c4 s i s2 s3 - s5 c l s4 - c5 s i c2 s3 - c5 s i s2 c3
R31 -  c6 c4 c5 s2 c3 + c6  c4 c5 c2 s3 - c6 s5 s2 s3 + c6  s5 c2 c3 - s4 s6 s2 c3
- s4 s6 c2 s3
R32 — s6  c4 c5 s2 c3 - s6  c4 c5 c2 s3 + s6  s5 s2 s3 
R33 -  - c4 s5 s2 c3 - c4 s5 c2 s3 - c5 s2 s3 + c5 c2 c3
Px -  - d6  s5 c4 c l c2 c3 + d6  s5 c4 c l s2 s3 + d6  s5 s i s4 - d6  c5 c l c2 s3
- d6  c5 c l s2 c3 - d4 c l c2 s3 - d4 c l s2 c3 + c l a2c2
Py -  - d6  s5 c4 s i c2 c3 + d6  s5 c4 s i s2 s3 - d6  s5 c l s4 - d6 c5 s i c2 s3
- d6  c5 s i s2 c3 - d4 s i c2 s3 - d4 s i s2 c3 + s i a2c2
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Pz — d6 c4 s5 s2 c3 (3.10)
3.6 Inverse Kinematics Problem
The direct kinematics deals w ith the relationship between the jo in t variables and 
the end-effector position and orientation. The inverse kinematics problem is just on the 
contrary, it consists o f the determination o f the jo in t variables corresponding to a given 
end-effector position and orientation. The solution to this problem is o f fundamental 
importance in order to transform the motion specification, assigned to the end effector in 
the operational space, into the corresponding jo in t space motions that allows execution o f 
the desired motion.
As regard the direct Idnematics equation (3.8), the end effector position and 
rotation m atrix are computed in a unique manner, once the jo in t variables are known. On 
the other hand, the inverse kinematics problem is much more complex fo r the follow ing 
reasons:
•  The equations to solve are in general nonlinear, and thus it is not always possible 
to find  a closed-form solution.
•  Multiple solutions may exist
•  Infinite solutions may exist,e.g., in  the case o f a kinem atically redundant 
manipulator.
•  There m ight be no admissible solutions, in  view o f the manipulator kinematic 
structure.
For what concerns existence o f solutions, this is guaranteed if  the given end- 
effector position and orientation belong to the manipulator dexterous workspace.
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On the other hand, the problem o f m ultiple solutions depends not only on the 
number o f degrees o f m obility but also on the number o f none null Denavit-Hartenberg 
parameters, in general, the greater is the number o f none null parameters, the greater is the 
number o f admissible solutions. For a six-degree-of-m obility manipulator like RM -lOA, if  
w ithout mechanical jo in t lim its, there are in general up to 16 admissible solutions ( for 
example the elbow up/down case). The existence o f mechanical jo in t lim its may eventually 
reduce the number o f admissible m ultiple solutions fo r the real structure.
Computation o f closed-form solutions requires either algebraic intuition to find 
out those significant equations containing the unknowns or geometric intuition to find out 
those significant points on the structure w ith respect to which it is convenient to express 
position and/or orientation as a function o f a reduced number o f unknowns. For our RM- 
lOA robot, the algebraic intuition is more easier and thus applied to solve its inverse 
kinematics problem.
3.6.1 Inverse Kinematics of RM-lOA
We know that, using the transformation matrices {1 >,{2>,{3},{4> we can express 
the position vector o f the orig in o f the lin k  frame {4> w ith respect to frame {0 } as
T2  =  T ? T iT § T 5  (3-11)
The fourth column o f jO  is equal to the position vector [pwx, Pwy, p *z,l]^ which
represents the x,y and z position o f the w rist w ith respect to frame {0 }. Substituting the 
transformation matrices and the position vector in  the equation (3.11), yields
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Pwy -d 4 s lc 2 s 3 - d 4 s ls 2 c 3 +  a 2 s lc2
P wz -d 4 s2 s3  +  d 4 c2c3  +  a2s2
1 1
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(3.12)
if  we add the square o f each position vector from  the above equation, we can
obtain:
p Ix  + p ly  + p Iz  = d5 + a| -  2 •d4 *a2 - S j (3.13)
or :
So =_  d4+  -  (p lx  + p ly  + p lz  )
2  • d4 • aa
(3.14)
Thus, 63 can be determined as
03 =Atan2(s3 4 :7 1 - 8 3 ) (3.15)
The position o f the w rist can also be represented as :
Pwx =  Px — d 6 *ri3  (3.16-1)
Pwy =  Py — d6 ' r23 (3.16-2)
Pwz =  Pz —d6 r33 (3.16-3)
where Px, Py and Pz represent the position o f end effector and ri3j23 and ns 
represent the orientation o f the end effector w ith respect to base frame.
From the particular geometry it  is
. 01 = Atan2(Pwy,Pwx)
When these two angles are known, from  the expression o f Px and Pz, we can
obtain:
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where :
Thus,
S2 — Pwz ( a 2 ’ Cl — d 4 ‘ Cl*S3)~d4*C3*Pwx  
C 2 =  P w x ( a 2 ~ d 4 ‘ S3) +  d4*Cl-C3*Pwz
C i= c o s (0 i) ,S i= s m (0 i)
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(3.18)
(3.19)
02 =  A tan2(s2,C 2) (3.20)
Once the firs t three angles are available, we can calculate the rotation m atrix ^3 :
R I  =  R r '  R ? (3.21)
Let the numerical value o f rotation m atrix j^ 4 (calculated from 3.21) be
(3.22)Til r,2 ri3
R6 = hi 2^2 *23
.h i h i *■33.
Another expression fo r the rotation m atrix is :
r |  =  r J r ^ r I
Substituting the relevant equation o f (3.7), we have
(3.23)
C4C5C 6 + S 4S5 - C 4C5S6 +S 4C 6 -C 4S5 (3.24)
R | = S4C5C 6 -  C 4S6 -S 4C 5S5 -  C4C 6 -S 4S5
. -S 5C 6 S5S6 -C s  .
8 4 ,95 , and 65 can be determined by equating the two equations (3.22) and (3.24)
9 j = A ta n 2 ^-7 ^3 i + *”32’ *’33)
(3.25)
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04 = A t a n 2 ( - r 2 3 , - r , 3 )
and
06 = Atan2(r32 -r^i ) (3.27)
if  r ,l + = 0 , then
04 = 0  (arbitrary), 0 j = 90“ -  r33 90“
In the above solution process if  83 = -9 0 “ then the change in jo in t angle 02 w ill 
not contribute to change in position o f the end effector. In this case 02 is arbitrarily set to 
a value and then a ll other angles are solved.
3.6.2 The Desired Solution of Joint Angles
From the previous section, we can know that the solution o f jo in t angles fo r a 
given orientation and position is not unique.The desired solution is chosen from  the set o f 
feasible solution so that the required amount o f movement o f each jo in t is minimized. In 
the obstacle environment, the desired solution w ill be the one which avoids collision w ith 
the obstacle.
3.7 Differential Kinematics
In  the previous sections, direct and inverse kinematics equations establishing the 
relationship between the jo in t variables and the end-effector position and orientation were 
presented. In this section, differential kinematics is presented which gives the relationship 
between the jo in t velocities and the corresponding end-effector linear and angular velocity. 
In  this chapter, we w ill analyze the mapping that is described by a m atrix, termed 
geometric Jacobian, which depends on the manipulator configuration.
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3.7.1 Geom etric Jacobian M a trix
Consider an n-degree-of -freedom manipulator. The direct kinematics equation can 
be written in the form
(3.28)
T ( q )  = R ( q )  P(q)  
OT 1
where q -[q ,  q j^  is the vector o f jo in t variables. Both end-effector position
and orientation vary as q varies.
The goal o f differential kinematics is to find the relationshq) between the jo in t 
velocities and the end-effector linear and angular velocities. In other words, it is desired to 
express the end-effector linear velocity^ and angular velocity was a function o f the jo in t
velocity ^  by means o f the follow ing relations:
f) =  Jp(q)4  (3.29)
w =Jo(q )4  (3-30)
In  (3.28), Jp is the (3 X  n) matrix relative to the contribution o f the jo in t velocities 
q to the end-effector linear velocity p , while Jo is the (3 x n) m atrix relative to the
contribution o f the jo in t velocity q to the end-effector angular velocity Wi In compact 
form , (3.29) and (3.30) can be written as
(3.31)
=J(q)4
which represents the manÿulator differential Idnematics equation. The matrix J is 
the manipulator geometric jacobian
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J p 1----- J pn
J o 1___ J on
which in general is a function o f the jo in t variables.
3.7.2 Jacobian Computation of R M -lO A
The derivation o f Jacobian can be found in [1 ], i.e.
■ jp i ‘ ' Z i - i '
Jo i . 0
for prism atic jo in t
and
■ jp i' "Z i_ lX (p -P ;_ , ) '
Joi Z i- l
fo r revolute jo in t
Thus, from (3.7) we can find that the jacobian o f RM -lO A robot is:
Si(d6SsC4Cz3 + deCsSas — d4Sz3 — azCz) — dsSsCiSa 
C i(—d6SsC4C23 — d6CsS23 +  d4S23 + azCz) — deSsSiSa
0 
0 
0 
1
29
(3.32)
(3.33)
(3.34)
J2 =
d6S5C4ClS23~d6C5ClC23 +  d4ClC23“ Cia2S2 
d 6 S 5 C 4 S l S 2 3 ~ d 6 C 5 S i C 2 3  +  d 4 S l C 2 3 “ S ia 2 S 2  
— d6C4S5C23~d6C5S23 +  d4S23 + a2C2 
0 
-1  
0
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J3 =
( I6 S 5 C 4 C 1S 2 3 +  d 6 C s C l C 2 3 +  d 4 C |  C 23 
d 6 S 5 C 4 S l S 2 3 “  d6  C 5 S 1 C 23 +  d 4 S l  C 23 
— d6C4SsC23~ d6CsS23+ d4S23 
0 
- 1  
0
J 4 =
d 6 S s S 4 C l C 2 3 ~  d 6 s  5 S 1 C 4 
d 6 S 5 S 4 S l C 2 3 +  d 6 S 5 C I C 4 
d 6 S s S 4 C 2 3  
0 
0 
-  1
Js  =
— d 6 C 5 C 4 C l C 2 3  — d 6 C 5 S l S 4  +  dôSs  C | S 2 3
— d6CsC4S|C23 — d6C5ClS4 + d6S5SlS23
— d6CsC4C23~ d6SsC23 
0 
- 1  
0
J 6 =
0
0
0
1
0
0
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3.8 Software Pn^rams Reference
A few software programs have been developed to implement direct and inverse 
kinematics. They were w ritten in Visual C and stored in the M icron Pentium 90 PC in the 
robotics lab at directory "d:\robot". O f them, "forward.c" is fo r direct kinematics, 
"inverse.c" fo r inverse kinematics and " jaco.c" for jacobian. Please read the introduction 
at the beginning o f these files.
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CHAPTER 4
t r a je c t o r y  p l a n n in g
4.1 Introduction
The goal o f trajectory planning is to generate the reference inputs to the motion 
control system i.e the controller in our system, which ensures that the manipulator 
executes the planned trajectories. The user typically specifies a number o f parameters to 
describe the desired trajectory. For example, starting point, ending point, time interval, 
path constraints etc. Planning consists o f generating a time consequence o f the values 
attained by a linear or polynomial function interpolating the desired trajectory. This 
chapter presents some techniques fo r trajectory planning in the case when the in itia l and 
fina l point o f the path are assigned (point-to-point motion).
4.2 Trajectory
The minimal requirement fo r a manipulator is the capability to move from an in itia l 
posture to a final assigned posture. The transition should be characterized by motion laws 
requiring the actuators to exert jo in t generalized forces which do not violate the saturation 
lim its and do not excite the typically unmodeled resonant modes o f the structure. It is then 
necessary to devise planning algorithms that generate suitably smooth trajectories.
32
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In principle, it can be conceived that the inputs to a trajectory planning algorithm 
are the path description i.e. in itia l and fina l positions, time required, the path constraints 
and the constraints in^wsed by manipulator dynamics etc, whereas the outputs are the 
jo in t ( end-effector) trajectories in terms o f a time sequence o f the values attained by 
position, velocity and acceleration.
A geometric path can not be fu lly  specified by the user fo r obvious complexity 
reasons. Typically, a reduced number o f parameters is specified such as extremal points, 
possible intermediate points, and geometric prim itives interpolating the points. Also, the 
motion time law is not typically specified at each point o f the geometric path, but rather it 
regards the tota l trajectory time, the constraints on the maximum velocities and 
accelerations, and eventually the assignment o f velocity and acceleration at points o f 
particular interest. On the basis o f the above information, the trajectory planning algorithm 
generates a time sequence o f variables that describe end-effector position and orientation 
over time in respect o f the imposed constraints. A path can be defined either in the joint 
space o r in the operational space. Usually the latter is preferred since it allows a natural 
description o f the task the manipulator has to perform. But, a path defined in the joint 
space can be directly applied to the robot jo ints while, a path defined in the operational 
space have to be transferred into joint space using inverse kinematics firs t to get the 
target positions o f each jo ints at each specified time, then apply these data to control robot 
joints. I t  is rather complex and requires costly hardware system because each process has 
to be done w ithin each sampling interval period ( In our system, the sampling firequency is
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very high, 100 Hz.) therefore, subsequent discussion about trajectory planning is m a in ly  
about Joint Space trajectory planning.
43 Desired Joint Space Trajectories
Usually, a joint space trajectory planning algorithm  is required to have the 
follow ing features:
•  the generated trajectories be not very demanding from  a computational 
viewpoint,
•  jo in t positions and velocities be continuous functions o f time (continuity o f 
accelerations may be imposed too),
•  undesired effects be m inim ized, e.g., nonsmooth trajectories interpolating a 
sequence o f points on a path.
Various methods o f solving this problem have been proposed [6]. We have tried 
two methods, linear interpolation and another simple method based on polynomial 
functions o f time [7J.
4.4 Linear Interpolation Method
Suppose we are given jo in t vectors qo and q/y corresponding to two positions po 
and pf respectively. I f  only starting and ending position, po and p/, are known, we 
determine qo and q/ in  advance by solving the inverse kinematics problem.
Linear interpolation is the most simple method : each jo in t moves from in itia l 
position to their destinations at uniform  velocity. Thus the velocity v o f movement o f this 
jo in t is :
q f — q 0 (4.1)
V  =  --------------
t
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where t  is the time required fo r moving between these two points.
The main advantage o f using this method is its sim plicity, while, if  the velocity is 
very quick, there w ill be a sudden stop at the destination which may cause probleriL The 
4th order polynom ial method has no such drawback.
43 4th Order Polynomial Method
We firs t choose an arbitrary jo in t variable, q i , and represent it by We assume 
that the value o f |  at the in itia l time (to) is ^  and that the value at the final time (t/) is
? ( 0 ) - iD ,|( f) - |f (4.2)
we further assume that the velocity and the acceleration o f % must satisfy the 
follow ing boundary conditions:
i ( 0 ) = i o ’ i ( f )  =
i ( 0 )  =  ï , - ï ( f ) =  i ' , -
Although there are many smooth functions that satisfy these constraints, we select 
polynomials o f time t because o f the ease o f conq)utation and sinq)licity o f expression. 
Since the polynomials o f the lowest order that satisfy the arbitrarily given boundary 
conditions (4.2)-(4.4) are o f fifth  order, we express as a fifth -order polynomial:
|(t)-a o  + a it +82 t^ +  83 t^  +34 t^  +35 t’ . (4.5)
Then the unknown coefficients a i - as that satisfy equations (4.2)-(4.4) are
-ao =  4o ' 
a  I =  i  o '
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a 2 = f |  ’
a3 =  —- j [ 2 0 | f  -  2 0 l o -  ( 8 | f  +  1 2  |q )  t f
2  t f
“ ( 3 io ~  i f )  t f ]
34 =  - L [ 3 0 | o -  3 0 î , +  ( 1 4 ï ' f +  1 6 | o ) i f
2  t f
+  (3  l o ~  2 I f )  t f  ]
as =  2  I f  -  1 2  l o  ~  ( 6  | f +  6 l o )  t f  ^
Z t f
-  ( l o ~  %f) *?]
In  particular, i f  ^  |  ^  =  q and if
t ,  -  l o =  Y ( % 0 +  %, )
then as “ 0 * which implies that only a fourth-order polynomial is required. 
Therefore:
|( t ) —ao + a it +82 1^  + 331^  +84 1^  (4.8)
By using combinations o f fourth order polynomials and straight lines, trajectories 
for various cases can be determined fa irly  easily. Let us consider the most common case 
when in itia l point |o  and fina l point | r  are known.
We develop a trajectory that starts from  rest at |g , passes through the phases o f 
acceleration, constant velocity, and deceleration, and fina lly comes to a complete stop at 
If, For this purpose, we firs t choose the value o f parameter A that denotes one-half o f the
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acceleration and deceleration period. Second, we determine the auxiliary points |o 2 and |n  
shown in figure 4-1 by the follow ing procedure: First two points |o i and | c  at time t -  A 
and t» tf-A  are taken as |o i~ |o  • I t 2” l r  • Then |o i and are connected by a straight line 
and |o 2 and |n  are determined as the points on the straight line at time t=2 A and t>tf-2A .
Fig-4.1 Trajectory w ith acceleration, constant velocity and deceleration phases.
We determine the trajectory segments between |a  and |o 2> and between |nand |r> 
by fourth order polynomials such that their velocity coincides w ith the com position o f 
straight lines connecting |o, |q i, |q  and | r  at boundary points |o , lo 2> In and | r , and such 
that their acceleration is zero at these boundary points. The trajectory segment between 
I 92 and In  is specified by the straight line. Thus the whole trajectory is given in  figure 4.1.
4.6 Rm-lOA Robot Trajectory Planning Application
4.6.1 Algorithm
Both linear interpolation and 4th order polynomial trajectory planning methods 
are tried in the robot control system. It  is called trajectory planning module which is a part
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Both linear interpolation and 4th order polynomial tnyectory planning methods 
are tried in  the robot control system. It  is called trajectory planning module which is a part 
o f the interrupt service program running in DSP board. We firs t used linear interpolation 
method then we improved using 4th order polynomial trryectory planning method. Here, 
we w ill focus on the 4th order polynomial algorithm:
1. The acceleration and deceleration phase each uses 20% o f the tim e required fo r 
the task to  be completed. The constant velocity phase uses 60% o f the time. (This 
arrangement can be changed).
2. The tr^ectory planning module firs t computes how many interrupts it has 
received since the beginning o f the task. Because the interrupt fi*equency is a constant 
(100 Hz in  our system), thus it can know the time elapsed and then can know in which 
phase it should be.
3. The module generates the references corresponding to the phase it is in fo r each 
o f its 6 jo ints.
4. A fter these references have been computed, the controller module, which called 
after the tr^ecto ry planning module w ill use these reference values together w ith the 
feedback current position o f each jo in t to  compute the next target values fo r each jo in t.
5. Continue the process again fi*om step 2 un til the time used up and all jo ints have 
moved to  the ir desired position.
4.6.2 Example Program
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This example program is part o f the program a.c in  Appendix A . For more detailed 
information, please read that file  and comments carefully. B rie f description w ill be 
provided Iw e.
A fter DSP carrier board has received all the target positions o f motors and time 
required for completing the task, program can compute the A (represented by de I t )  
and the time when each segment ends : t l _ f , t 2_ f  and t _ f  ). Thus, we can also 
compute the ending point o f each jo in t in each segment o f operation i.e. ^  and 
( represented by q l_ ( q2  and q_f).
t_f=tim e; /*  set total time ♦/
del_t=t_PO. 1 ; /*  delta t = t_ f* 10% * /
tl_ fN _ f*0 .2 ; / * t l _ f ^ 2 *del_t=0 .2 * t_ f * /
t2_f=t_f*0.8; /*  t2_f=t_f-2*del_t V
fo r 0'=OJ<=5 J-H-)
{
q_f[j]=reflj]; /*  set target */
d_vD]=(q_f|j]-q_0[i])/(t_f»0.8); /♦ set 2nd seg. speed * /
Ql_^Ü]==q_OÙ]'^ d_v|j]*del_t; /*  1st segfinal pos. * /
q2_f[j]=ql_fD]+d_v[j]*(t2_f-tl_f); /*  2nd seg.final pos. * /
}
Since the ending point o f firs t segment is the start o f second segment and the 
ending point o f second segment is the starting point o f the third segment, thus, the starting
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and ending points o f all three segments are known. We can then substitute them to  the 
function 4.8 to  get the 4th order polynomial o f the firs t and th ird segments and use linear 
interpolation to  get the tr^ecto ry in  the second segment. 
t=((float)circle)/hertz; /*  current time elapsed * / 
if(  t<= t l_f)  /*  firs t segment * /
{
for (i=0j<=5j-H-)
{
aioD]=q_oD];
a l 3 [j]= l .0/(2.0*(2.0*del_t)*(2.0*del_t)*(2.0*del_t)
*2O.O*ql_f[j]-2O .O*q_ODH*O*d_v0])*2.O*del_t);
al4ü]=1.0/(2.0*(2.0*del_t)*(2.0*del_t)*(2.0*del_t)
•2 .0 *de l_ t))*(30 .0 *q_0 [j]-30 .0 *q l_ f[j]-K l4 .0 *d_v[j])*2 .0 *de l_ t); 
m |j]= a l 0(j]+a 13 [j] * t*t*t+ a  1 4 [j]* t*t* t* t;
}
}
else if(t< = t2_f) /*  second segment * /
{
fo r (i=0J<=5j++)
raO]=q i_fü]+d_vD]*(t-t i_0;
}
else if(t< = t_ f) /*  th ird  segment * /
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{
dt= t-t2_Ç
for(j=0J<=5j-H*)
™Ü]=<l2_fD]+d_v(j] *d t+ (-a l 3 [j])*d t*d t*d t+
(-a l4 [j])*d t*d t*d t*d t;}
else
{
for (j=0j<=5 J++)
mQ] = refD l;
}
circle=circle f-l;
/*  end o f 4th order trajectory planning * /
Please refer to  Chapter 7 fo r the experiments' results using these two methods.
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SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
This control system is mainly composed o f a Pentium 90MHz PC equipped w ith a 
QPC/C40B Carrier board, two PC/16 108 Multi-Channel lO  boards, PC 32 Channel 
D ig ita l I/O  board (PC32/DIO) and some encoders/decoders etc.
PC/16108 boards are used to realize A /D , D /A  conversion. The sampling 
frequency is set at lOOHz. Encoders are installed to each robot motors to monitor jo in t 
position which are then transmitted to decoders to be converted to dig ita l signals (TTL). 
Then DSP can read these values via PC/32DIO boards. The C40 Carrier board has a 
TMS320C40 D igital Signal Processor (Texas Instruments Co.) which is the heart o f our 
control system. The control program is installed in its memory which can read jo in t motor 
position values, analyze, conq>ute and generate next commands to control robot 
movement according to the trajectory planning algorithm  introduced in the previous 
chapter. These commands w ill be sent to PC/16108 boards to be converted to analog 
signals and w ill then be am plified large enough to make robot Joints move to next required 
position. There are two PC/16108 boards, each o f which connects w ith one arm o f the 
manipulator. The PC32 DIO board is used to expand I/O  ports. Three o f its four ports are 
used to read robot jo in ts values from  decoders and the fourth port is used to send signals
42
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to perform read and w rite operations. The MS Windows Graphical User Interface runs on 
the Pentium PC. It  can input data, install embedded program to C40 carrier board and 
display robot movement trajectories feedback from the carrier board.
This chapter articulates the hardware configurations o f this system. The related 
software programming technology w ill be discussed in next chapter.
5.1 QPC/C40B Carrier Board
The QPC/C40B carrier board [8] is one in a fam ily o f carrier boards designed 
around Texas Instruments' fioat-point TMS320C40 parallel D igital Signal Processor 
(pDSP) to meet the needs o f fast parallel processing and real time embedded applications. 
The board can support up to four TIM -40 modules [9] containing TMS320C40 
processors. These modules can be located in Module Sites A,B,C and D on the board.
5.1.1 TIM-40 Modules
The TIM -40 module is a standard hardware platform  typically comprising a 
processor, some memory and peripherals. The board is designed to be used w ith TIM -40 
modules containing TMS320C40 processors. Figure 5.1 shows the physical layout o f 
these TIM -40 modules.
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Bottom Connector
Rgure 5.1 Tim -40 Module 
The TMS320C40 processor is the firs t o f T I's TMS320C4x generation floating­
point processor. It has two external 32 b it address and data bus. Operating from  a 50 
MHz clock, a performance o f 25 M illion  Instructions Per Second is achieved (20 MIPS 
w ith a 40 MHz clock). A  peak arithmetic performance o f 275 M illion Operations Per 
Second can be attained w ith the 50 MHz processor (225 MOPS w ith the 40 MHz 
processor).
A ll TIM -40 modules have two standard top and bottom connectors which carry 
the signals required by the module to function in a distributed memory environment. The 
TIM -40 Specification also allows fo r an optional global bus connector. I f  we need to 
access I/O  peripherals via the DISPLINK2 interface, we must have a TIM -40 module w ith 
a global bus connector located in  Module Site A .
5.1.2 QPC7C40B Board Layout
The QPC/C40B carrier board is designed as a fu ll size AT board and requires a 
single 16 b it expansion slot to interface w ith PC. The layout is illustrated in the figure 5.2
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Figure 5.2 QPC/C40B Board Layout 
5.13 BlockO Base Address Configuration
Each LSI carrier board communicates w ith the host PC using a control interface. 
The interface consists o f two blocks o f 16 b it registers. B lock 0 and Block 1 which must 
be given specific addresses in PC/IO memory space. Otherwise, data and bus contention 
may arise. These "base address' identify the register block's position w ith in the PC/IO map.
The base address o f Block 0 is configured by setting a link, which consists o f a 
group o f hardware connections. This lin k  is L K l fo r the QPC/C40B board.
A5
All
LSB
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
MSB
Figure 5.3 QPC/C40 B lock 0 L ink Settings, default Base Address -  300h
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Each link consists o f seven connections, which represent the seven most significant 
bits o f the base address, A l 1 to A5. The other five bits, A4 to AO, are permanently 0. A 
jumper present indicates a binary value t)' and a jumper absent represents a value o f '1'. 
The default address is 300h as shown above.
We use this default address, but once it conflicts w ith the address o f another 
board, an alternative address must be chosen. Some other addresses that may be 
considered are 280h, 600h and 700h. ( usually, 360h is NOT used for many PCs having a 
network board uses this location.)
5.1.4 PC Interface
QPC/C40B is suitable fo r PC AT and compatibles only.
It is not necessary to w rite code to access the PC interface directly as 
Loughborough Sound Image's (LS I) C40 Network API libraries provided together w ith 
the board, allow  simple and easy access to a ll board features.
Conununication between the PC and board takes place via three main interfaces:
•  PC Bus - The PC bus is essentially the main control interface that provides 
access to various board facilities, such as resets, via the software programmable 
C ontrol Register etc.
• L in k  Interface A dapter (L IA ) - The Link Interface Adapter enables the PC to 
communicate w ith each TIM -40 module via the parallel communication ports.
•  Test Bus C on tro lle r (TBC ) - The Test Bus C ontroller is an interface to the 
TMS320C4x's JTAG-based scan path circuitry. The TBC is used to implement
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the DB40 debugger and the C40 Network API libraries [10] which are provided 
w ith LSI's development support packages and its functionality is transparent to 
the user.
The PC interface consists o f three blocks (BlockO,Blockl and the Link Interface 
Adapter Block) o f 32 bytes relocatable on any 32 byte boundary in the bottom 4k o f the 
PC I/O  map. Each block contains 16 b it registers.
Eight o f the sixteen locations o f BlockO hold the Control and Base Address 
Registers. A ll sixteen locations o f Block 1 and the remaining eight o f Block 0 hold Test 
Bus Controller (TBC) registers. The Link Interface Adapter Block holds the Status 
Register and L IA  registers.
5.13 Parallel Communication Ports
Each TIM -40 module has six 8 b it high speed parallel communication ports 
numbered 0 to 5. Two o f these ports from  each module on the QPC/C40B are dedicated 
to module interconnection in a ring topology. A ll ports are buffered and each o f the 
remaining four communication ports from  each site are brought out to a header. One port 
from each module site may be used to provide communication between the PC and the 
modules via the Link Interface Adapter.
This provides an extremely flexible system as a combination o f carrier boards and 
modules can be connected together w ith little  need for hardware development or 
prototyping.
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5.1.6 Parallel Expansion (DSPLINK2)
The QPC7C40B board is equipped w ith LSI's DSPLINK2 dig ita l system expansion 
interface. DSPLINK2 is an extension o f LSI's DSPLINK standard ( refer Section 5.2.4 for 
DSPLINK ) which consists o f a high speed, bi-directional bus that allows input/output 
directly to/from  the DSP, w ithout using the I/O  bus on the PC. The DSPLINK2 interface 
provides a high bandwidth, 32 bit, memory-mapped (256 locations) parallel expansion 
capability. Note that DSPLINK2 is fu lly  compatible w ith a ll LSI DSPLINK interface
In order to access DSPLINK2, a TIM -40 module w ith a global bus connector 
must be located in Module Site A. The DSPLINK2 interface is mapped into the global 
memory map o f Site A.
5.1.7 Clock Source
There are two options fo r clock provision, the on-module oscillator or an external 
signal. The on-module oscillator provided on the module operates at the same speed as the 
C40 processor. The external option is provided to allow  synchronous systems to be built. 
In  this system, the clock signal from  the carrier board is routed through the top primary 
connector. In this option, a ll the boards in the system are run at the clock speed o f the 
carrier board. So, a ll boards can be synchronized (after reset). Thus multi-board system 
becomes possible.
53 PC/16108 Multi-Channel 1/0 Board
The commands to the robot from  the QPC/C40B board are dig ita l signals (TTL), 
while, the robot m otor can only accept analog voltage signals. So, PC/16I08 boards [11] 
are used in  the system to perform D ig ita l to Analog (D /A ) conversion.
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53.1 PC/16108 Overview
The PC/16108 multi-channel I/O  board provides:
•  A  sixteen channel 12 b it Analog to D ig ita l Converter (ADC).
•  An eight channel 12 b it D ig ita l to Analog Converter (DAC).
•  A  general purpose dig ita l interface consisting o f four dig ita l input and four digital 
out put.
PC/16108 is designed to connect directly to a host processor board via LSI's 
DSPLINK interface. Sample data is transmitted to and received from  the host processor 
board via separate data registers over this 16 b it I/O  interface, which also allows direct 
access to the programmable control functions o f the board.
A ll analog signal connection is made via the analog end-plate connector. PC/16 
108 can accept and generate a wide range o f signal amplitudes, w ith A  / D and D / A 
conversions performed on a ll channels synchronously, asynchronously or independently. 
User configurable hardware links are available fo r input/output filte r selection, each w ith 
a cu t-o ff frequency o f 7.2 k Hz are provided as default. Programmable gain is also 
provided on a ll input channels.
PC/16 108 incorporates a fu lly  programmable on-board sample rate generator 
which provides the sample clock, derived from  the 10 MHz on-board clock or taken from 
an off-board connector, fo r use by other boards in a m ulti-board system, allowing A  to D 
and D to A  synchronization between boards.
PC/16 108 performs A  to D conversions at a maximum sample rate o f 25kHz, 
when a ll channels are being used, 38 KHz when using eight channels only and 48 KHz
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when using four channels only. D to A  conversions may be performed at a maximum 
conversion rate o f 100k Hz when using the output channels only or 50 KHz when using 
both the input and output channels.
A programmable interrupt generator is also provided allowing PC/16108 to 
interrupt the host processor board. This function is very in c ita n t, fo r during the interrupt 
period, host processor w ill perform sampling, analyzing and generating new commands. 
The interrupt frequency rate in our robot system is set at 100 Hz. Figure 5.3 shows the 
board layout.
] [
DSPLINK Multi-Board Digital
Connector Connector Connector
a
lOMHz
Clock
DC-DC
Converter <Q
n
Figure 5.4 PC/16108 Board Layout
5.2.2 Hardware L in k  C onfiguration
Some functions on PC/16108 are configured via hardware links. The functions o f 
these links and their locations are given in Section 2.2 o f [11]
5.23. Analog Connector
PC/16108 provides an analog connector on the end-plate o f the board for 
connection o f all analog input and output signals. The orientation and pinout o f this 
connector are given in Figure 5.5 and Table 5.1 below.
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Figure 5.5 Analog Connector
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Pin Signal Nama Pin Signal Nama
1 AGNO 2 AGNO
3 AOCO Input 4 AGNO
5 A0C1 Input 8 AGNO
7 A0C2 Input 8 AGhiO
f A0C3 Input 10 AGNO
11 AGNO •12 AGNO or DAC4 Output
13 ADC4 Input 14 AGNO
18 ADCS Input 18 AGNO
17 A0C6 Input IS AGNO
. I f A0C7 Input 20 AGNO
21 AGNO •22 AGNO or 0AC5 Output
23 ADCS Input 24 AGNO
28 ADC9 Input 28 AGNO
27 AOC10 Input 28 AGNO
28 A0C11 Input 30 agn6
31 AGNO •32 AGNO or 0AC8 Output
33 ADC12 Input 34 AGNO
38 A0C13 Input 38 AGNO
37 ADC14 Input 38 AGNO
38 AOCISmput 40 AGNO
41 AGNO •42 AGNO or 0AC7 Output
43 OACO Output 44 0AC1 Output
48 0AC2 Output 40 0AG3 Output
•47 -12V PC Supply or 
OtaNai Output Lina 0
•48 ♦12V PC Supply or 
Digital Cutout Una 1
48 *8V PC Supply or 
OfaNal Input Una 0
•50 *5V PC Supply or 
Digital Input Una 1
AOCO>AOCChannaiO 
OACO ■ OAC ChaniMl 0 
AGNO ■ Analog Ground
* Signala for thoM pins aro hardware link salaciabia, sa# baiow.
Table 5.1 Analog Connector Pinout
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The D igital to  Analog Converters are connected to various jo ints o f RM -lOA 
robot. See Table 5.2 blow;
Pin Number Pin Name Signal
43 DACO Shoulder R oll
44 D A C l Shoulder Pitch
45 DAC2 Elbow Inside
46 DAC3 Elbow Outside
12 DAC4 W rist Inside
22 DAC5 W rist Outside
32 DAC6 Gripper (N ot Used)
41 AGND Signal Ground
Table 5.2 The C ircu it Connection Between PC/16108 board and Robot jo in ts 
5.2.4 DSPLINK Interface 
5.2.4.1 In troduction
DSPLINK is a interconnection standard. This 50-way shrouded connector 
provides the interface between various LSFs boards.
PC/16108 is designed to connect directly to a host processor board via this 
DSPLINK interface. Sample data is transmitted to and received from the host processor 
board via this 16 b it I/O  interface, which also allows direct access to the programmable 
control functions o f the board.
PC/16108 occupies 32 consecutive locations w ithin the DSPLINK I/O  space o f 
the host processor board. This provides the host processor board w ith access to 32 
control, status and data registers. These registers w ill be discussed in detail Section 
5.2.42.
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The base address o f PC/16108 w ithin the DSPLINK I/O  space o f the host 
processor board is set by hardware link LK2. This link essentially provides an offset from 
the host processor board's DSPLINK base address fo r PC/16108. The PC/16108 
corresponds to  right arm is set at BOOOOlOOh and le ff arm PC/16108 is at B0000120h.
S.2.4.2 PC /16I08 Registers
PC/16108 occupies 32 consecutive locations w ithin the DSPLINK I/O  space o f 
the host processor board. This provides the host processor board w ith access to 16 ADC 
Data Registers, 8 DAC Data Registers and 8 Control/Status Registers. These registers 
allow  the easy transfer o f data and status information and direct access to the 
programmable control functions o f the board. The follow ing tables summarize the 
registers provided by PC/16108.
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Base Offset Register Name Base Offset Register Name
Oh ADCOData
Register
8h ADC8 Data 
Register
Ih A D C l Data 
Register
9h ADC9 Data 
Register
2h ADC2Data
Register
Ah ADCIO Data 
Register
3h ADC3 Data 
Register
Bh ADC 11 Data 
Register
4h ADC4Data
Register
Ch ADC 12 Data 
Register
5h ADC5 Data 
Register
Dh ADC13 Data 
Register
6h ADC6 Data 
Register
Eh ADC 14 Data 
Register
7h ADC7 Data 
Register
Fh ADC 15 Data 
Register
Table 5.3 PC/16108 ADC Data Registers
Base Offset Register Name Base Offset Register Name
lOh DACO Data 
egister
14h DAC4 Data 
Register
llh D A C l Data 
Register
15h DAC5 Data 
Register
12h DAC2 Data 
Register
16h DAC6 Data 
Register
13h DAC3 Data 
Register
17h DAC7 Data 
Register
Table 5.4 PC/16108 DAC Data Registers
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BASE
Address
Register Name Description
+ 18h Status Register 16 b it read only register 
Reflect the status o f PC/16108
+ 18h Control Register 16 b it w rite only register
Used to  program PC/16I08 control
fimctions. Cleared o f power-up/PC
reset.
+ 19h 
+ lA h
D ivider 1 
Register
D ivider 2 
Register
D ivider 1 and D ivider 2 Registers 
make up an 18 b it w rite  only register. 
Set the programmable divider value 
fo r the sample rate generator.
Both registers are cleared on power- 
up/PC reset.
+ IB h Programmable Gain 
Register
8 b it w rite only register.
Sets the gain o f the input channels 
Cleared on power-up/PC reset.
+ ICh D igital Input Data 
Register
4 b it read only register 
Reflects the state o f the digital 
input lines.
+ ICh D igital Output Data 
Registers
4 b it w rite only register.
Data w ritten to  this register w ill 
appear on the d ig ita l output lines. 
Cleared on power-up/PC reset.
+ ID h Not Used -
4- lE h Force ADC 
Conversion
Used to force an ADC conversion 
when the ADC is being used in 
asynchronous mode.
+ IFh Not Used -
Table 5.5 PC/16108 Control/Status Registers 
5.2.5 In te rru p ts  and P olling
Sample data can be transmitted to and received from  the host processor board via 
the DSPLINK interface in one o f two ways. The firs t method uses interrupts to interrupt 
the host processor board when sample data is required/available. The second method polls 
the Status Register until sample data is available. The method chosen is dependent on
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application, while we prefer the firs t method. I f  we choose the interrupt method, when 
there is a sampling, PC/16108 informs the host processor to receive data by sending an 
interrupt. A fter host processor has received the data, the interrupt is closed and host 
processor can process this data. W hile i f  we use Polling method, the host processor keeps 
checking the Status Register to  see i f  data is available or not and can not have tim e to  do 
anything else.
5.2.6 Sample Rate Generator
PC/16108 uses a programmable sample rate generator to provide a sample clock 
which determines the sample fi~equency. This sample clock is derived fi*om the on-board 
master clock or taken fi’om an off-board source.
The sample rate generator can be programmed directly fi*om the Control and 
D ivider Registers, allowing us to program the fi'equency o f the ADC and DAC sample 
clocks.
5.2.7 Using the Digital to Analog Converter
PC/16108 has both D igital to Analog Converter and Analog to  D igita l Converter. 
W hile, since we introduced Encoder and Decoder pairs, we do not need to  use A/D  
converter fo r the output fi*om decoders is already dig ita l signal. PC/16108 provides two 
quad-channel 12 b it D igital to Analog Converter (DAC) devices giving eight output 
channels w ith a maximum sample rate o f lOOkHz. PC/16108 can generate a range o f 
signal amplitudes, w ith programmable gain and link selectable filters provided on a ll 
channels. D /A  conversion can be performed on all channels simultaneously or 
independently.
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Data is transferred from  the host processor board, over the DSPLINK interface, to 
separate DAC Data Registers.
There are two modes o f operation fo r D /A  converter;
* Double Buffered Mode
In Double Buffered Mode, the data to  be converted is automatically read from  the 
DAC Data Registers at each sample clock pulse, converting all channels simultaneously.
* Single Buffered Mode
In  Single Buffered Mode, each channel is converted independently, where a write 
performed to one o f the DAC Data Registers w ill cause the DAC to convert the data as 
soon as it is received. Therefore, the speed at which data is w ritten w ill determine the 
sample data.
In our system, we use Double Buffered Mode.
Channel 0 to Channel 7 analog output signals are output via the end-plate analog 
connector. Each channels signal may be passed through a link selectable output filte r 
whose cut-off" frequencies may be altered w ith interchangeable resistor packs. These 
reconstruction filters provide a smoothing o f the otherwise stepped DAC output signals. 
PC/16108 is fitted w ith 10 kOhm resistor packs to set the default cu t-o ff frequency at 7.2 
kHz.
S.2.8 Multi-PC16/I08 Synchronisation
I f  a system has more than one PC/16108 boards (our system has tw o such boards), 
one board should act as a master providing the ADC and DAC sample clocks to  the other 
slave boards via the multi-board connector. This is achieved by simply connecting the
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m ulti-board connector from one board to  the multi-board connector o f the next board and 
so on through the system as required. B it 13 (M AST SEL) o f the Control Register is used 
to  configure a PC/16108 as master ( ) or slave ( 'O' ). The board connected to  le ft arm is
set as master, the other is slave.
S3 FC/32DIO
The PC/32DIO board [12] is a 32 channel dig ita l input/output peripheral board 
that connects to Loughborough Sound Images' (LS I) range o f DSP PC board via the 
DSPLINK parallel expansion interface. This allows the DSP board to communicate w ith 
external dig ita l equipment. A  functional block diagram o f the board is given in Figure 5.6.
The PC/32DIO board has 32 digital I/O  lines that are configured as four 8 b it 
ports. Each port can be configured as an input or output port and can operate in either 
single o r double buffered mode.
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Digital I/O Connector
1 1 1
Figure 5.6 PC/32DIO Functional B lock Diagram
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SJ.1 P032 DIO Layout
The layout o f the PC/32DIO board is given in Figure 5 .7. Note the position o f the 
various connectors and hardware links (L K l to LK5). These are very important and w ill 
be described in more detail in the next section.
OSPUNK
Figure 5.7 PC/32DIO layout
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S.3.1.1 Hardware Links.
Most o f the functionality o f the PC/32DIO is software programmable. However 
there are five link groups which must be configured before installing the board. Table 5.5 
lists the functions o f these links and their default settings.
Link Function Default
L K l - A
LK2 PC/32DIO base address in
A to  E DSPLINK I/O  space. A  jumper 
in  any position equates to  zero in 
the corresponding b it pattern.
OOh
IK 3 Routing to  triggers via M ulti­ Disabled
A o r B board coimector.
LK4 Routing o f triggers and data 
strobes to  digital I/O  connector.
Disabled
IK 5 Routing o f power to  digital I/O Disabled
A, B and C connector
Table 5.6 Hardware Links.
Before this board can be installed, we need to set the PC/32DIO base address at 
B0000140h in the I/O  map by changing LK2 jumpers.
5.3.1.2 D SPLIN K Connector
The 50-way shrouded DSPLINK connector provides the interface between the 
PC/32DIO and other LSI's board. We must connect all these boards together via the 
DSPLINK interface, so that they can communicate w ith each other, share the same 
address map and use same clock etc.
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53.13 Digital I/O Connector
The dig ita l I/O  connector is a 50-way shrouded connector located on the end 
bracket o f the board. The DSP board can transmit/receive 32 lines o f data to/from  other 
digital equipment via this interface. TTL compatible equipment may be connected directly 
to the PC/32DIO via this connector. In our system, it is connected w ith a decoder where 
the position information o f six robot motor is received. Please refer to Rgure 5.8 for the 
pinout.
Signal Pin Pin Signal
GNO 1 QND
Port A
-
GNO 11 12 EXTRIQO
I S - 03 Port 8
GNO 21 22 TRIGO
Port C
32 EXTRIQ1
D4W^m- 
D é ^ m
Port 0
TRIQ1GNO 41 
DSO 43 
NU 45 
-12V 47
+SV 49
NU « Not Uaad
Figure 5.8 D ig ita l I/O Connector Pinout
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53.1.4 Multi-Board Connector
Like PC/16108, PC/32DIO also has a multi-board connector. This m ulti-board 
connector is a 10-way shrouded connector adjacent to the DSPLINK connector. It can be 
used to transfer trigger signals across peripherals. We use it to connect w ith PC/16108 
from  which DIO receives trigger signals.
5 3 3  PC732DIO Memory Map
The PC/32DIO board requires eight I/O  locations in the DSPLINK I/O  space o f 
the DSP board. The PC/32DIO board base offset address w ithin the DSPLINK I/O  space 
is set by hardware link LK2. (Please refer section 3 o f [12] fo r how to set base address 
offset. ) We need to reconfigure the LK 2 jumps so that the base address offset is 40b. 
Thus the actual address o f this board in  DSPLINK I/O  space is B0000140h.
Note: The ribbon cable connecting the PC/32DIO board and other DSP boards 
should be kept as short as possible to minimize possible signal reflections and to optim ize 
data line integrity.
5 3 3  Modes of Operation
The PC/32DIO board provides 32 d ig ita l I/O  lines, these are arranged as four 8 b it 
ports. Ports A to D. Each port can be configured as an input or output. ( section 2.3.1 o f 
[12].)
I f  user wants the VO ports to be updated immediately whenever you read/write 
data, you should configure the PC/32DIO board to operate in single buffered mode.
A lternatively, in double buffered mode, the VO ports can be updated 
synchronously at a sample rate determined by a flexib le system o f trigger pulses.
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Both modes are applicable in our project, we use single buffered mode for it is 
easier to realize. W hile, for double buffered mode, we can write data to an output port's 
data register, but this data w ill not be output via the dig ita l I/O  until the port trigger pulse 
is received. I f  in the meantime, we w rite  to the register again, the previous data is 
overwritten. This is the defect o f using double buffered mode.
53.4 Trigger Source
There are three possible sources fo r the triggers, TRIGO and T R IG l, which can be 
used to provide a regular interrupt to the DSP, i f  required. These are
• TIMERO and 1 Internal triggers derived from on-board timers.
• EXTRIGO and 1 Triggers from  external equipment via the dig ita l I/O
Connector.
• EXTCONVO and 1 Triggers from  other LSI boards via the multi-board
connector.
Only one source may be used by the four ports. Interrupts can be generated on the 
rising edge o f the selected triggers.
In  our system, since the source is from  PC/16I08 (le ft arm), so we can choose 
EXTCONVO or 1.
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B it Setting Function
0 Interrupt from TRIGO
0 Disables interrupt from  TRIGO
1 Enables interrupt from  TRIGO
1 Interrupt from TRIGI
0 Disables interrupt from  TR IG l
1 Enables interrupt firom TR IG l
3&2 3 2 TImerO Prescaled Frequency (Mhz)
0 0 10
0 1 5
1 0 2.5
1 1 1.25
5&4 5 4 Timerl Prescaled Frequency (Mhz)
0 0 10
0 1 5
1 0 2.5
1 1 1.25
6 Source of TRIGO and TRIGI
0 TRIGO/1 driven from  internal timers.
1 TimeiO/1
TRIGO/1 driven from  EXTRIGO/1 via digital 
I/O  connector.
8&7 0 Not used, must be w ritten as zero.
9 Master or Slave Mode
0 Slave-accepts triggers from  outside.
1 Master- drives triggers off-board.
10 Polarity of EXTRIGO/I
0 Active Low
1 Active High
11 Polarity of TRIGO/I
0 Active Low
1 Active High
12 Format of TIMERO Signals
0 Active low  pulse
1 Square wave
13 Format of TIMERI Signals
0 Active low  pulse
1 Square wave
15&14 0 Not Used-must be w ritten to zero.
Table 5.7 Control Register Configuration
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The Control Register must be carefully configured before PC/32DIO is used. A  
summary o f this register is given in Table 5.6, the configuration o f each register b it is 
discussed in detail in section 5.2.1 o f [11].
In our example program "a .c" in appendix A, we use instant CR_CONFIG as the 
Control Register Configuration. The value o f CR_CONFIG is set as:
idefine CR_CONFIG 0x00400000 /* Slave Mode - EXTCONV
from PC/16108 */
Which means that this PC/32DIO board is set as: Disables interrupt from  
TRIGO/1, source o f TRIGO/1 is driven from EXTRIGO/1 via d ig ita l I/O  connector, slave 
mode, accepts triggers via ETCONVO/1 o f multi-board connector (from  PC 16/108 ), 
active low.
53 .6  P ort C onfiguration
The Port Configuration Register must be programmed to configure the follow ing:
• Each port as an input or output port.
• Each port's mode o f operation, single or double buffered 
The Configuration o f this 16 b it register is detailed in Table 5.8 :
Port A B C D Configuration
bitO 4 8 12 0 - input port
1 - output port
1 5 9 13 0 - single buffered mode
1 - double buffered mode
2 6 10 14 0 - port trigger TRIGO
1 - port trigger T R IG l
3 7 11 15 N ot used
Table 5.8 Port Configuration Register
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In our system, the ports A , B,C are used to retrieve data from  RM IO -A shoulder, 
elbow and w rist motors, they are connected to three decoders. Port D is used to send 
commands to these three decoders to control them when to send back data to DIO's 
A ,B,C  ports.
Apparently, a port can not be input and output port at the same time, thus, when 
we need to send some data from  DIO  to decoder (fo r exanq)le to in itia lize both encoder s 
and decoders), we need to set A,B,C ports as 'output ' ports, while when we need to read 
data from  decoder, we need to set these ports as ' 'input' ports. That is why in our program 
'a.c', we have two Port Configuration constants; PR_CONFIGl and PR_CONFIG2 ( C 
language ):
#definePR_CONFIGl O x II110000 /*  Ports: Single Buffered,all ports are
ouputs */
#define PR_CONFIG2 OxlOOOOOCX) /*  Ports a,b,c are inputs and port d is
output*/
5.4 Multi-Board System Connection
A t here, we have introduced these boards installed in our PC. Each o f them has 
different function, different characteristics. How can they work together?, how to avoid 
the possible data, address contention ? We solve this problem as follow s:
One PC/16108 board ( connected to le ft arm ) acts as the master, supplying its 
sample clock signals to a ll other (slave) boards via the multi-board connector. By using 
the same sample clocks, a ll the PC/16108 boards in the system perform D /A  conversions
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synchronously. For interfacing the PC/16108 boards w ith the DSPLINK port o f the host 
processor board, the DSPLINK cable should be daisy chained form  one board to next
Thus, a ll boards can work synchronously. Each board must be set up for a 
different base address in the DSP board's DSPLINK I/O  space to avoid possible data 
contention.
The base addresses o f each board are listed as follow s:
Board Name Status Base Address Where to set offset
PC/16I08
(le ft)
Master B(XX)0120h ♦B it 13 (M AST_SEL-1) o f 
Control Register, LK2 Jumper
PC/16108 
(right)
Slave BOOOOlOOh ♦B it 13 (M AST_SEL-1) o f 
Control RegisterXK2 Jumper
PC32/DIO Slave B0000140h ♦♦ B it 9 (MASTER/SLAVE ) o f 
control register is 0, change LK2 
Jumper
Table 5.9 Board's Base Address
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Host Processor Board 
(QPCC40B)
DSPUNK2
PC/32DIO Board 
DSPLINK Base Address
Connector
DSPUNK
DSPLINK Cozmection
Multi-Board Connection
I
Decoders
I/O Connector
DSPUNK DSPUNK
Multi-BcMid
Connector
Muhi-Board
Connector
Master PC/16108 Board Slave PC/16108 Board
DSPLINK Base Address -  BOOO 0120h DSPLINK Base Address -  BOOO OlOOh
Connected to Left Arm Connected to R i^  Ann
Figure 5.9 M ulti-board System C ircuit Connection 
53 Encoder and Decoder
To find degree o f rotation o f each motors at real time precisely, we prefer using 
US D igital Corp.'s Encoder and Decoder pair. The major reasons o f using them are that 
they are very accturate, fault tolerant and can be easily connected to microprocessor or 
other TTL compatible interface chips. We once used Potential Meter (Pot) to do the same 
job, but we found that Pot can create a lo t o f noise which makes the signal unable to be 
recognized, while Encoders and Decoders have no such problem .
Here, we use PC/32DIO to connect the decoder and QPC7C40B board. Figure 5.9 
shows how encoder and decoder are connected.
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-XFLG2
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-YFLG2
.Raaltiina Coiaaar 
Output#
Gnd <S»
Note: Pins 1, 18, 19, and 28 should be pulled high when not in use.
Figure 5.10 The connection o f encoder and decoder.
5.5.1 SI series Optical Shaft Encoder
The SI series optical shaft encoder is a noncontacting rotary to digital converter. 
Useful fo r position feedback or manual interface, the encoder converts real-time shaft 
angle, speed and direction into TTL-compatible quadrature outputs w ith or w ithout index. 
We use encoder to monitor the degree and direction o f angle the motor rotates. Since we 
have 6 motors, so we need 6 encoders.
5.5.2 LS 7266R1 Encoder to Microprocessor Interface Chip (Decoder)
The LS7266R1 encoder to microprocessor interface chip is an LSI m onolithic 
CMOS building block useful in  motion control applications. The two 24-bit multimode 
counters, registers and logic enables a micro-processor to track the speed, direction, and 
index o f one or two optical incremental encoders. In  addition to an 8-bit data bus.
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programmable real-time inputs and outputs are provided for hardware based control 
functions and status indication.
5.5.2.1 Main Features
The main features o f LS7266R1 are as follow s:
•  Two preloadable 24 b it Up/Down Counters
•  X I or X2 or X4 Resolution M u ltip lie r
•  Binary, BCD, D ivided-by-N , Range L im it, No-Recycle modes etc.
•  Dual 24-bit Comparators
•  Independent Mode Program mability fo r Each Axis
•  Readable Status Flag Register
•  D igita l filte ring  o f the Input Quadrature Clocks
• Error Flags for Excess Noise
•  Input/Output TTL &  CMOS compatible
•  Latched Counter Output
Encoders and decoders can give very accurate real-time value on the degree o f 
rotation and direction. For example two 96 lines encoders monitoring elbow 
inside/outsider motors are working on X2 mode, one rotation o f elbow equals 1941 
rotations o f elbow motors. Thus, 1 rotation o f elbow (360 degree ) w ill generate 372672 
( i.e. 1941x96x2 ) pulses, or 1 degree o f ro ta tio n  equals 1035 pulses. This resolution is 
really incredible. The data also indicates the direction o f rotation by setting its most 
significant b it (M SB). If, say clockwise rotation, the MSB is 0, when rotation is counter­
clockwise, the MSB is 1 and a ll other codes are 2's complement.
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5L5.2.2 Commom lapn ts /  O otpats
Pin
Number
Pin Name Pin Function
14 W rite Input Ctxnrol/Data bytes are w ritten at the tra iling edge o f 
low  level pulse applied to  this pin
16 Read Input A  low  level applied to  this pin enables FLAGs and 
Ols to  be read on the data bus
15 d a p  Select A  low  level applied to  this pin enables the chip 
fo r Read /W rite
13 Ccmtrol/Dala
Input
To select between a contrd ro is te r (H igh)w  a data 
ro is te r (Low  ) for Read/Write.
4-11 Data Bus 
Input/Output
8-bit three-state data bus
2 F ilter Qock 
Input (FC3C)
The FCK is divided down internally by two 8-bit 
programmable prescalars, one fo r eadi channel.
17 X /Y  Select 0-Xaxis, 1-Y axis
3 VDD +5V, Power
12 VSS OV, Ground
Table 5.10 Some common Inputs/Outputs 
5.5.23 O utput Latch (Read O nly, Data)
The 24-bit counter value at any instant can be accessed by transferring its contents 
to the 24-bit Output Latch (OLs). Note that only good stable data w ill be passed from the 
counter to the Output Latch even i f  the counter bits are in the midst o f a transition. The 
address pointers is automatically incremented w ith each read cycle. We must reset the 
address pointer before making the firs t read.
5.5.2 4 Preset Register (W rite  O nly, Data)
The 24-bit Preset Register is the input port fo r the 24-bit counter and the filte r 
clock prescaler (PSC). The data is firs t w ritten into the Preset Register in 3 w rite cycles
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(Least significant byte firs t). The address pointer is automatically incremented w ith each 
w rite cycle. Programmer must reset the address pointer before making the firs t read.
S.5.2.5 C ounter Mode Register (C M R )
B it Setting Functions
0 0 Binary Count
1 BCD Count
2&1 0 0 Normal Count
1 0 Range L im it
0 1 Non-Recycle Count
1 1 Module-N
4&3 0 0 Non-quadrature
1 0 (Quadrature X I
0 1 (Quadrature X2
1 1 (Quadrature X4
6&5 1 0 Select CMR
7 0 Addressed by X /Y  input
1 Select both X /Y
Table 5.11 Counter Registers (CMR) 
For the detailed description o f each mode please refer to  [13]. 
S.S.2.6 Index C ontrol Register (ID R )
B it Setting Function
0 0 Disable Index
1 Enable Index
1 0 Negative Index Polarity
1 Positive Index Polarity
2 0 LCNTR/LOL pin is indexed
1 RCNTR/ABG pin is indexed
4&3 N ot used
6&5 1 1 Select ID R
7 0 Addressed by X /Y  input
1 Select both X /Y  input
Table 5.12 Index Control Register (ID R )
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S.5.2.7 In itia liz e  Encoder /Decoder
Figure 5.10 shows how to  in itia lize Encoder/Decoder pairs. Decoder are
connected to D I032 Port A,B,C respectively.
Set lOR
Reset Counter
Set decoder A  X4 
mode, B,C X2 mode
Reset Flag 
Register
Reset Byte Pointer
Disable IDR Disable index register for bodixfy
Reset Error Flag 
Register
Reset Byte Pointer 
fiarx/y
Enable inputs A  and B
Reset x/y counter
Decoder A  is connected to Shoulder 
Pitcb/RoU motors,
B to Qbow Inside/Outside motors,
C to Wiist Inside/Outside motors
Figure 5.11 Encoder/Decoder Initia lization Flowchart 
Only after all decoders are successfully initialized, can they return correct 
inform ation about motors' rotation angles. Please refer to these fimctions init_ls7266 ( ) 
and in it_ p o rt ( ) in the example program 'a.c' in Appendix A  Please note that these 
fim ctions we wrote correspond to the architecture designed by us, i f  other programmers 
change the configuration, they need to  w rite their own function. Also, since to  read/write 
external decoder can not be performed so quickly as to  read/write DSP board internal
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registers, we need to  w ait fo r enough tim e so that decoders can react. That is why there 
are some for loops used in  function write_both( ), write_x( ), write_y( ) etc.
S.S.2.8 The Circuit Board of Decoder
This PCB board was designed using Protel 3.16. Figure 5.11 shows the schematic 
design o f the board. D1 is the 50 pin interface w ith PC/32DIO, D2 is the interface w ith 
encoders installed on the robot jo in t motors. Decoder L I, L2, L3 are connected w ith Port 
A , B and C o f PC/32DIO respectively. Port D is used to control their read/write 
operations (pin 34-36).
Please see Figure 5.12 Schematic P lot o f Interface PCB Board on next page.
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Figure S. 12 Schematic P lot o f Interfiice PCB Board
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CHAPTER 6 
CONTROL SOFTWARE
6.1 Introduction
The control software consists o f two parts: an embedded program that runs inside 
the D igital Signal Processor in the QPC/C40B carrier board and a Front End User 
Interface program that runs on the control computer (PC).
Various software con^ilers and tools are used to develop this robot control 
system: The DSP code is w ritten by Texas Instruments' TMS320C4x C compiler [14,15] 
which produces an executable object (.obj) file  in Common Object File Format (COFF). 
M icrosoft Visual C/C++ o r Borland C/C++ is used to develop front end user interface and 
Loughborough Sound Image's ( LS I ) C40 Network API [16] is used to develop support 
software package to interface between the front end user interface and the DSP board.
The software structure is as follow s :
78
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User DSP C Code
i k
PC Host C++ 
Code 
(GUI Program)
Calls ^
TMS320C3x/4x ANSI C 
DOS Compiler and Linker 
Version 4.60
Configuration Files NetAPl Library
. . ' r ____
Output file (.out)
netapi.cfg — # Functions #— in Common Object
boardOOO.cfg File Format (COFF)
Two-Way 
Communication via 
LIA and JTAG
TMS320C40 
Digital Signal 
Processor
Figure 6 .1 Interfacing PC and DSP
6.2 C40 Network API
6.2.1 Software Configuration
The C40 Network API software requires tw o configuration files: the system 
configuration file  (netapi.c% ) and one JTAG file  (boardOOO.c%). These are text files that 
contain specific information describing the C40 system. I f  these two files are not available 
or lost, program can not work.
The netap:.c%  is a text file used to give a description o f the base address and 
memory map o f C40 system that is being used. The inform ation in this system
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configuration file  is used to initialize various addresses and registers in this system. The 
DB40 debugger and C40 network API libraries obtain inform ation about the network 
from  this file .
The JTAG configuration file  is named boardOOO.c% in our system. This file 
consists o f a list o f the processors on the board. Even w ith a single processor, there must 
s till be a boardOOO.c% file . Each processor should be listed on a separate line, w ith its 
processor name in double quotes followed by TI320C40. For example, fo r a processor 
w ith the name CPU_A the appropriate line in the file  is :
"CPU_A" TI320C40
The processor names used w ithin the boardOOO.c% file  must be the same as those 
used w ithin the netapLcfjg file .
Please refer to Appendix B to see these two files.
6.2.2 Writing C40 Network Application Software
In order to facilitate software development, LSI has provided a few libraries[16] 
integrating high level language interface routines which are essential to our C40 software 
development. These application libraries are provided in two Windows 3.1 compatible 
forms, a statically linked library (L IB ) and a Dynamically Linked Library (D LL). We 
m ainly use LIB  form.
Two versions o f L IB  are provided for Microsoft Visual C 1.5 and fo r Borland C 
(V3.1 and 4.0). The large memory model should be chosen when com piling.
• Microsoft C, lin k  the files lmc%wln.llb and c4xsllJlb provided in the directory 
c40boardVwln Ub\msc.
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• Borland C, lin k  the files IbcfjgwinJib and c4xsllJib provided in the directory 
c40boardVmn_Ub\bor.
The two c4xslLUb are NOT the same though they have the same name, if  you 
choose a wrong one, your com piling can not pass linking.
To use the static link library, include the header file  c4xwin.h in source file . This 
declares a ll library functions using function prototypes. Then add bnc%win.Ub or 
lbcfjgwin.Ub to project file  according the con^ile r together w ith the corresponding 
c4xsiLUb. Note that copies o f system configuration file , netapi.c% and JTAG 
configuration file  boardOOO.c% must be in  the current working directory.
I f  you are w riting programs in Windows using C++, you may encounter problems 
due to function name mangling. To avoid this, the header file  c4xwin.h should be included 
in your source file  as follow s: 
extern "C " {
#include "c4xw in.h"
}
6.23 Some Key Utility Functions
There are several tens routines provided by LS I, here, some o f the most important 
and most often used are introduced here. Programmers are encouraged to read them firs t 
and do a few experiments. Once these routines are mastered, they can easily use any other 
routines.
The libraries provide the Global_Network_Reboot( ) function fo r perform ing a 
global reset across a ll the boards in the system. This must be the firs t library function
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called by the application program. This function w ill read the system configuration file  
netapLcfjg, so a copy o f this file  should be in the woridng directory.
In order to identify the processor that it is intended to access (the target 
processor), a target processor identity handle must firs t be obtained by calling the 
Open Processor ID ( ) function. This handle acts as a unique identifier so that the library 
functions can obtain inform ation specific to the target processor. The 
Open Processor ID ( ) function should be called after calling the 
G lobal Network Reboot( ) and before trying to use any other functions.
The memory used to store the network information must be released before the 
program finishes to avoid using up PC internal memory. This is done by calling the 
C lear A ll L ib  M em ory( ) function.
Any processors opened w ith the Open Processor 1D( ) function must be closed 
again before any further calls to G lobal N etw ork Reboot( ), and also at the end o f the 
program before calling C lear A ll L ib  M em ory ( ) function. This is done by calling the 
Close Processor ID ( ) function fo r each processor.
An example is provided below, it is part o f LeffPC .C  ( VC 1.5) fille  in D:\TAC:
u_ret -  Global_Network_Reboot ( ); 
if  (u_ret —  RC_NO_ERROR)
{
printf('R eboot OKNn"); 
printfC'Opening target Processor... ");
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u_ret -  Open_Processor_ID (&ptr_proc_handle, proc_name, N U LL); 
if  (u_ret —  RC_NO_ERROR) // When there is no error 
{
printfC'Open Processor ED OKNn");
u_ret -  LoadProgram(ptr_proc_handle); // enter main function 
Close_Processor_ID (ptr_proc_handle); // quit 
Clear_All_Lib_MemoryO; // release memory 
}
else // When there is Error !
{
RC_Error_Message(u_ret);
W in_Print_Error_MessageO; 
return 1 ; // error
}
LoadProgram( ) is w ritten by us to install the DSP program to carrier board and 
RC Error Message ( ), Win Print Error Message( ) functions are used to display 
errors. For detail, read Lefitpc.C program.
We have developed a lo t o f functions by ourselves. O f them, receive ( ) and 
send ( )  are the two most important functions.
receive( ) is used to receive data from  DSP carrier board. Two 
SRead LIA Words 32( ) are used in this functions. The firs t one is used to receive the
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data length, the second is to receive the whole data. Processor handle is required before 
using this function. Processor handle can be known after calling Open Processor D)( ).
send( ) is used to send data from PC to DSP carrier board. In this function. 
Write LEA Words 32( ) and Write LIA Floats_32( ) are used, the firs t is used to 
inform  DSP board the length o f the data to be sent and the later actually send the data. 
Processor handle is required before using this function. Processor handle can be known 
after calling Open Processor ID( ).
63.4 Sample Programs
Many examples are available in robotics lab M icron PC "D:\TAC" directory. 
"Elbow.MAK" and "Shoulder.MAK" are two exanq)le programs w ritten in MS Visual C
1.5 that only controls elbow or shoulder motors respectively. "LefLMak" can control all 
six motors.
To run one o f these examples, you need to start Visual C++ firs t, and click menu 
Project, select Open then choose one o f these project files. Note that, the unit o f the 
rotation o f motors is degree. Also, the rotation degree o f Elbow Inside /Outside, W rist 
Inside/Outside MUST have the same absolute value otherwise, jo in t motors may be 
damaged.
6 3  Texas Instruments' C Compiler and P rogram m ing
6 3 .1  TI's C Compiler Overview
The Texas Instruments' C compiler package [14] contains a C compiler and an 
assembler/linker fo r Texas Instruments' TMS320C3x/4x range o f floating-point DSPs. 
The basic operating format is that the conpiler produces assembly code fo r the relevant
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processor which is then passed to the assembler. The assembler processes this down to 
relocatable object code which the linker combines w ith a C runtime support library and 
any other user modules. The resulting output is in the COFF file  format and may be 
downloaded directly to the board.
6 3 3  Com piler Description
The compiler is organized as a set o f utilities that handle the various stages o f the 
con^ilation. The three main sections are the compiler, assembler and linker. The 
assembler and linker are the floating-point assembly tools and the compiler consists o f a 
parser, optim izer and code generator.
The whole package may be run firom a single command by using the cl30 shell 
program. cl30 runs the u tilities in turn, feeding the results o f each program to the next in 
the chain. This can be configured to include the assemble and link stage to provide an 
executable file  as output. The cl30 program accepts filenames and option flags to control 
its operation.
6 3 3  How to Com pile and L in k
The file  a.c, supplied in the d :\robot\tra jshow  directory, is a C program that can 
accept the degrees o f rotation o f robot joints firom user interface, then use fourth order 
polynomial trajectory planning method and a PID controller to make these joints move to 
their target positions smoothly. The associated linker command file , a.out, shows the 
various options and memory allocations that need to be considered. The program was 
compiled using the command line: 
cl30 a.c -v40 -g -s a.cmd
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The meanning is :
cl30 This invokes the com piler shell program.
-v40 This species that output code fo r a TMS320C40 is to be produced.
-g This tells the com piler to produce symbolic debugging information.
-s This enables the C source interlister.
-z This activates the linker and passes the name o f the linker command file  to
the linker.
The result is a executable file  fo r C40 processor, a.out. The -v40 option is 
essential, i f  this is om itted, code fo r a C30 processor w ill be produced. As this command is 
too long and d ifficu lt to remember, we have designed another batch command, com p.bat, 
user can just type ;
comp a.c a.cmd
in a DOS pronçt in the working directory and w ill get the same a.out executable
file .
63.4 Example F ile  : a.c
The a.c (Appendix A) is a DSP program fo r le ft arm to control a ll 6 motors. It 
includes send/receive data to/fi-om  DSP carrier board, a fourth order polynomial trajectory 
planning algorithm , PED controller etc.
The firs t part o f this file  is variables and constants declaration. The constants fo r 
PC/32DIO, PC/16108, registers' addresses etc in the DSPLINK I/O  map are a ll declared 
in this part. A lso, Function Prototypes are a ll declared here.
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The mam( ) is the starting point o f this program. A fter reseting a ll the variables, 
the program then waits fo r the download o f PID parameters from  user interface.
When a ll these target positions are available, at each interrupt, program w ill read 
from  decoders to get current motors' positions, then call the fourth order trajectory 
planning algorithm  to generate reference. Later, controller algorithm  w ill be invoked to 
create commands based on the current motor positions and references. A t last, these 
commands w ill be outputted to the PC/16108 to realize D ig ita l to Analog conversion.
A fter motors have reached their destinations, the program w ill automatically stop 
and w ait fo r the input o f next target positions from  user interface.
Please read a.c and the explanatory comments in Appendix A .
6.4 Trouble Shooting
I f  the example program you are using does not run successfully, it w ill provide an 
error message describing what has failed. A  lis t o f some most frequent errors o f new 
programmers and how to deal w ith them is provided below;
• Processor Name :
A ll o f the example programs prompt fo r the name o f the processor. This 
must be the same as the name o f this processor as it is listed in the system 
configuration.
• System Configuration Files :
You must have correct and up to date version o f the files netapi.cfg and 
boardOOO.cfg in  the working directory.
• PC I/O Address Conflicts:
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I f  your carrier board is reconfigured and mapped to the same location as 
another board in  PC I/O  space, this conflict may stop the example program 
from  running.
• Hardware Configuration:
Hardware must be configured correctly. Read the comments at each C source 
code.
• Control Registers Setting
The setting o f control registers o f a ll boards are very important, it  reflects how 
the system was configured and how the programs were developed. User 
should read a ll the boards' manuals and understand a ll the example programs.
6,5 User Interface Programming Using Visual C/C++ 1,5
6,5,1 Introduction
An user interface is necessary in this project from  where user can input target 
positions fo r each robot motors and the time required to con^lete the task and whenever 
there is an error, user can know where the error is. The application program can be a DOS 
environment program or a MS Windows Graphical User Interface (G U I). A  lo t o f 
programs fo r both environments have been developed and they perform different tasks. 
Usually, GUI is preferred fo r it is more beautiful and can provide some fancy functions 
that DOS programs can not provide while DOS programs are much more easier to 
develop. A ll these programs need to use C40 Network API libraries. Since we w ill use VC 
1.5, we need to use !mc^gwin,lib and c4xslLUb provided in the directory
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c40board\win_lib\insc. Please read comments in these follow ing two programs for 
interpretation.
6,5,2 Example of Application P ro g ram m ing for DOS Environment
The project file  " lefLmak " in the Di^ tac directory is a sample program. It can 
receive input target positions from  user, send them to DSP carrier board, receive and 
display real time feedback motors' position information. This program uses the above two 
C40 libraries to have access to the basic network routines. The lefUmak project mainly 
consists o f leftpc,c and leftc program. Leftpc.c is a typical C program and is the front 
end user inferface program. LefLc is a DSP program. Any programmers w ith basic C 
concepts can easily understand these programs.
To mn this project file , you need to rename the file  left,c (in  the same directory ) 
to a,c, then use " comp a,c a.cmd "command to compile this DSP program to get the 
DSP executable file  a.out. Once a,out is available, you can run this leflLexe by clicking the 
Project - Execute menu items in the VC 1.5 menu.
6,53 Example of Application Programming for MS Windows Environment
The project file  " Tr^jshow,mak " in the " D:\robot\trajshow " directory is an 
exan^le developed fo r C40 DSP application in MS Windows environment. Figure 6.2 
shows this user interface.
The columns o f inputs under " Target " are where user inputs the target positions 
fo r each motor labeled in the le ft in jo in t space ( unit is degree ). The right column under 
"Current " displays the current position. It can change real-tim e to show motors' 
positions. The data w ill be updated in every two interrupts, i.e. 50 times per second. Since
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Elbow Inside /Outside and W rist Inside/Outside motors are connected together to make 
elbow o r w rist move and rotate, the absolute values o f their inputs MUST be equal The 
input in the right comer labeled "Sample Time " is used to define how long the task 
should be done. The default time is 2.0 second, but, once the movement is far and the time 
inputed is too short, program w ill respond w ith a diaglog box showing the minimum time 
required fo r user's reference.
To use this program, user can input the target positions o f each motor. Then clicks 
"Action! " button. Soon motors are moving to their targets. A fter all the motors have 
moved to their target positions, the " Draw Plot " button is activated. The drop lis t 
labeled by " Display Selection " can be clicked to select which motor's trajectory w ill be 
shown. The " Draw Plot " button was in itia lly  inactive un til user has clicked "Action! " 
and after the task has been done ( so there are data to  be drawn ). The " Exit " button is 
used to qu it this program.
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Rgure 6.2 Graphical User Interface
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CHAPTER?
EXPERIMENTS
A PED controller was implemented to perform experiments on the RM -lOA 
manipulator. Position control experiments are done in jo in t space. This chapter discusses 
the implementation o f FID  controller and presents the experimental results.
7.1 Implementation of FID Controller
The PID controller was implemented using the TMS320C40 d ig ita l signal 
processor. The digital signal processor performs the follow ing tasks in the nth control 
cycle:
1. Obtain current value o f the process output c„ by reading the decoders.
2. Calculate the error e„ from  the reference value r^ using the equation
e n = r „ - C n  (7.1)
The r„ is generated via the trajectory planning module.
3. Computes the proper value fo r the manipulated process input m „
4. Outputs m „ to the appropriate DAC channel.
5. Continues w ith the next controlled variable.
92
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Here it should be noted that a ll these tasks must be conq)leted w ithin the sample 
period T. Figure 7.1 shows the block diagram o f the RM -lO A PID control system.
DSP
VO
Board RM -lOA
m, m
indicates value in volts
DAC JointActuator
Servo
AmplifierController
— Encoders
Decoders
Rgure 0.1 RM -lO A Control system 
The FED control action combines the effects o f proportional, integral and 
derivative control action to obtain a conqiosite control manipulation according to the 
equation
=Kpe„ + K i IT e j+ K d
j= i
“ Cn-I (7.2)
where T is the sample period, Kp is the proportional gain, K j is the integral gain and 
K j is the derivative gain. The gain values fo r RM -lO A are determined experimentally 
and are tabulated in the appendix C.
7.2 Experimental Results
The experiments consist o f unconstrained arm movement exan^les. A  lo t o f 
experiments have been done. Rrst, the performance o f using Poteniometer and 
Encoder/Decoder pairs w ill be shown.
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7.2.1 Poteniometer vs Encoder/Decoder Pair
A t first, poteniometer was used to get the current position o f each jo in t. 
Poteniometer is a variable resistor, a constant velocity has been applied to its two terminal. 
W ith the changing o f jo in t position, its voltage varies.
Figure 7.2.1 shows the trajectory o f shoulder ro ll jo in t changing 0° to 35° using 
Poteniometer, 7.2.2 using Encoder/Decoder pairs, 
degree
35.00
30.00
25.00 ■
20.00 ■
15.00 -
10.00
5.00 -•
0.00
1 60 119 178 237 298 355 414 473 532 591 650 709 768 827 886 945
100 sanq>les =  Is
Figure 7-2.1 Shoulder R oll ( 0°-35°) Using Poteniometer.
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degree
30 ■
25 ■■
20 ■
15 ■
10 ■■
1 70 1 39 208 277 346 415 484 553 622 691 760 829 898 967
100 sangles =1 s
Figure 7-2.2 Shoulder R oll ( 0°-35®) Using Encoder/Decoder pairs.
Apparently, the last figure is much better than the firs t one. Poteniometer 
introduces a lo t o f noise, thus the trajectory is not smooth. Thus, Poteniometer has been 
replaced in this system.
7.2.2 Trajectory Planning
The trajectory is planned fi'om  the in itia l position to the desired position using both 
linear interpolation method and 4th order polynomial trajectory planning method.
In the jo in t space the arms are commanded to move from  the in itia l location
[0°0°0°0°0°0® ] (7.3)
to the fina l location
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[10° 20“ 30° -30° 20° -20°] (7.4)
( which means : shoulder ro ll jo in t rotates 10°, shoulder pitch 20°, elbow inside/outside 
jo ints 30°/-30° and elbow inside/outside 20°/-20° ). Rgure 7.3.1 and 7.3.2 shows the plot 
o f jo in t angles fo r the le ft arm using linear interpolation and fourth order polynomial 
respectively.
In the linear interpolation case, each motors move to respective destination at the 
same speed. The adventage o f using this method is that it is easy to realize. In the 4th 
order polynomial case, motors pass through the phases o f acceleration, constant velocity 
and deceleration. It is more complicated than the firs t case, while trajectories are more 
smooth and the errors are much smaller. Please refer next two pages.
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4th order trajectory planning
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Hgute 7.3.2 Joint space control o f le ft aim  (4th order polynom ial)
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CHAPTERS
CONCLUSION
This chapter summarizes the inform ation provided in  the previous chapters. It also 
highlights the drawbacks and suggests methods fo r overcoming such drawbacks. A  b rie f 
note on future research is made at the end o f this chapter.
8.1 Conclusions
This research focuses on development o f a control system fo r cooperative control 
o f dual arm manipulators. Experiments were performed on the RM -lO A dual arm 
manipulator. The experiments involved upgrading o f personal computer based control 
system to digital signal processor based control system, modeling the manipulator, design 
and development o f an embedded controller and Graphical User Interface (GUI)-
Chapter 1 started w ith a brie f introduction to cooperative control o f dual arm 
robots. In  chapter 2, the RM -lO A manipulator and the control system were briefly 
introduced. Kinematics o f the RM -lO A manipulator was discussed in chapter 3. The link 
parameters were determined fo r each link o f the RM -lO A manipulator after assigning link 
frames according to the Denavit-Hartenberg convention. The link transformation, direct 
kinematics and inverse kinematics were discussed. The inverse kinematics problem was 
solved to obtain the set o f jo in t angles fo r the given position and orientation o f the object.
99
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From these set o f jo in t angles, the desired solution was obtained by imposing the jo in t 
angle restrictions. Jacobian m atrix was obtained to determine the jo in t torque equivalent o f 
the Cartesian forces and moments acting on the object. Programs were also developed for 
solving direct kinematics, inverse kinematics and Jacobian m atrix' problems.
The minimum requirement fo r a manipulator is the capability to move from an 
in itia l posture to a final assigned posture. The transition should be characterized by motion 
laws requiring the actuators to exert jo in t generalized forces which do not violate the 
saturation lim its and do not excite the typically resonant modes o f the structure. It is then 
necessary to devise planning algorithms that generate suitably smooth trajectories. In 
chapter 4, we developed a trajectory that starts from  rest, passes through the phases o f 
acceleration, constant velocity, deceleration and fina lly comes to a complete stop at the 
fina l posture.
The control computer and the major hardware used were discussed in chapter 5. 
The salient features and operation o f QPC/C40B carrier board, TMS320C40 D igital 
Signal processors, PC 16/108 board, PC/32DIO board and encoder/decoder were all 
explained in detail. Also, how to configure these hardware to construct the control system 
were explained. System software configuration and programming were introduced in 
chapter 6. Examples were provided w ith detailed comments to facilitate understanding. 
A ll these examples have been tested countless times, they are both good examples and can 
be easily modified to suit new systems.
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8.2 Future Improvements and Research
The main future in^rovem ent o f this system is failure to use the TV  camera in the 
manipulator. Thus, the manipulator s till can not "see" by itself. The drawback is quite 
obvious. However, it is really not easy to let robot use its own eyes to control its 
movement. It requires a lot o f other advanced technologies in image processing, expert 
system, neural networks etc.
Also, due to the lim it o f time, trajectory planning was developed in jo in t space 
only, other methods in operational space can be developed in the future. Those programs 
developed fo r direct kinematics and inverse kinematics etc can be a good help.
A  PID controller was used here fo r the reason o f sinq)licity and efficiency, so a 
more conqjlex control law may be considered fo r the better control o f position and force 
o f the manipulator.
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APPENDIX A
Embeded C ontroller Program : a.c
/* DSP Program for left arm all 6 axis */ 
/* having 4th order Trajectory planning */ 
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Header Files
A * * * * * * # * * * * * * * * * * /
#include "intpt40.h"
#include "timer40.h"
#include "compt40.h"
/* constants for PC/32DI0 ♦/
#define CR_CONFIG 0x00400000
#define PR_C0NFIG1 
#define PRC0NFIG2
0x11110000
0x10000000
/* Slave Mode - EXTCONV from 
PC/16108 V  
/* Ports : Single Buffered,all ports 
are Ouputs */
/* Ports a,b,c are inputs and port 
d is output*/
/* constants for PC/16108 */
#define hertz 100 /* sampling frequency */
# de fine ADGAIN 204.7 /* ADC gain (12 bit board)
/* Mapping of 32DIO registers */
#define DSP_LINK_BASE 0x30000140 /* 32 DIO address */
#define PORT_A ((unsigned long* (DSP_LINK_BASE + 0)
#define PORT_B ((unsigned long* (DSP_LINK_BASE + 2)
#define PORT_C ((unsigned long* (DSP_LINK_BASE + 4)
#define PORT_D ((unsigned long* (DSP_LINK_BASE + 6)
#define TIMER_0 ((unsigned long* (DSP_LINK_BASE + 1)
#define TIMER_1 ((unsigned long* (DSP_LINK_BASE + 3)
#define CONTROL ((unsigned long* (DSP_LINK_BASE + 5)
#define STATUS ((unsigned long* (DSP_LINK_BASE + 5)
#define PORT_REG ((unsigned long* (DSP_LINK_BASE + 7)
jfdefine RESET ((unsigned long* (DSP_LINK_BASE + 7)
/* Mapping of PC/16108 registers */
#define DSPLINK 0x30000120 /* DSPLINK address - Left arm - master*/
/*DSPLINK Addresses/Registers for PC/16108 */
#define ADCO 
If define ADCl 
#define DACO 
#define DACl
((unsigned long*) 
((unsigned long*) 
((unsigned long*) 
((unsigned long *)
(DSPLINK+0)) 
(DSPLINK+4)) 
(DSPLINK+OxlO)) 
(DSPLINK+Oxll))
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#define 
#define 
#define 
#define 
#define 
tdefine 
#define 
#define 
#define 
#define 
#define 
#define 
(tdefine
DAC2
DAC3
DAC4
DAC5
DAC6
CR
SR
TIMER16
TIMER2
PGR
DOR
DIR
ADCASYNC
(unsigned
(unsigned
(unsigned
(unsigned
(unsigned
(unsigned
(unsigned
(unsigned
(unsigned
(unsigned
(unsigned
(unsigned
(unsigned
long*) 
long*) 
long*) 
long*) 
long*) 
long*) 
long*) 
long*) 
long*) 
long*) 
long*) 
long*) 
long*)
(DSPLINK+0xl2)
(DSPLINK+0X13)
(DSPLINK+0X14)
(DSPLINK+0xl5)
(DSPLINK+0X16)
(DSPLINK+0xl8)
(DSPLINK+0xl8)
(DSPLINK+0X19)
(DSPLINK+OxlA)
(DSPLINK+OxlB)
(DSPLINK+OxlC)
(DSPLINK+OxlC)
(DSPLINK+OxlE)
LS7266 constants
#define INDEX_DISABLE OxOOEOOOOO
((define EFLAG_RESET 0x00860000
(tdefine BP_RESET 0x00010000
#define BP_RESETB 0x00810000
#define INPÜT_SETÜP OxOOClOOOO
#define QUAD_X4 0x00880000
#define QDAD_X2 OxOOBOOOOO
tdefine CNTR_RESET 0x00020000
tdefine CNTR_RESETB 0x00820000
tdefine TRSFRPR_CNTR 0x00080000
tdefine TRSFRCNTR_OL 0x00100000
tdefine TRSFRCNTR_OLB 0x00900000 /* not used */
/*
Test Variable
#define TEST_JOINT 0 /* 0 for SP */
/*
Global Variable Declarations
long position[6]; /*
long temp[3]; /*
int count = 0; /*
static int flag=l, /*
N, /*
circle=l, /*
lim_OK=l, /*
v_limit; /*
static long pos_max(6], /*
pos_min[6], /*
ref[6], /*
dist[6], /*
s_pos[6], /*
cn[6], /*
r n [6 ], /* Cc
* /
* /
position - encoder pulses */ 
data from PC/32DIO port */ 
sample number counter */ 
flag , showing the first pulse 
Number of interpolation steps 
Counter for interpolation */ 
Determine the command within the 
joint limit or not */
Amplifier input voltage limit */
 Maximum limit of joint angle in enc 
space */
Minimum limit of joint angle in enc 
space */
reference input in encoder pulses */ 
distance bet. initial and target pos*/ 
Starting position of the joint */ 
Current position (encoder pulses) */ 
ommand generated using interpolation */
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e n [61, /* Error */
sum[6], /* Summation of errors */
en_l[6], /* Error at n-1 th sample */
m n [6] = {0L,OL,OL,OL, OL, OL};/* Controller output 
(Amplifier input) */
static double tstep=0.0,
Kp[6], 
Ki[6], 
Kd[6], 
ref_f[6], 
time.
/* Time between two successive 
interpolation */
/* Proportional gain */
/* Integral gain*/
/* Derivative gain */
/* Reference input - real */
/* Time (seconds) for the interpolation*/
unsigned long
volatile int
int
int
int
int
samples, 
dSamples; 
data[18]; 
dummy; 
do_work=0; 
task_over=l 
get_target=0 ; 
int_recd=0;
/* # of samp, to be read */ 
/* command, position, error V
/* variables for trajectory planning */ 
static float q_0[6]; /* start position */
static float ql_f [6],q2_f[6],q_f[6] ;/* the end position of each seg */
static float tl_f,t2_f,t_f; /* time mark of each seg. */
static float t,del_t; /* t is the time elapsed, delta t is 10% t_f */
static float d_v[6]; /* the speed of 2nd seg. */
static float alO[6],al3[6],al4[6],a33[6],a34[6]; /* 4th order
parameters*/
static float dt; /* the time of the third segment */
Function Prototypes
* * * * * *
void c_int04(void); /* Function prototype for the IIFOl ISR */
void write_both(uns igned long *PORT, unsigned long data);
void write_x(unsigned long *PORT, unsigned long data);
void write y (unsigned long *PORT, unsigned long data);
long read_x(unsigned long *PORT);
long read_y(unsigned long *PORT);
void init_ls7266();
void init_32DIO();
void read_ldio(unsigned long *PORT,long* channel_x,long* channel_y); 
void init_port(uns igned long *PORT); 
void controller(int j); 
void init_PC16l08(void);
y * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Main Program
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * y
int main(void)
[
int j;
for (j=0;j<=5;j++)
[
ref[j]=0;
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dist[j]=0; 
s_pos[j]=0 ; 
cn[j]=0; 
rn[j]=0 
en[j]=0; 
sum[j]=0; 
en_l[j]=0; 
mn[j]=0; 
ref_f[jI=0 ; 
s_pos[j]=0 ; 
q_0[j]=0;
q_f[j]= 0 ;
qi_f[j]=0; 
q2_f[j]=0;
}
/* PID parameters from the front end program */
Kp[0]=0.2;
Ki(0]=0.001;
Kd[0]=0.01;
Kp[l]=0.2;
Ki[l]=0.001;
Kd(l]=0.01;
Kpf2]=0.2;
Ki[2]=0.001;
Kd[2]=0.01;
Kp[3]=0.2;
Ki[3]=0.001;
Kd[3]=0.01;
Kp[4]=0.13;
Ki(4]=0.001;
Kd[4]=0.004;
Kp[5]=0.17;
Ki[5]=0.001;
Kd[5]=0.013 ;
/* Setting the limits */ /* +/-90 deg */
pos_max[0] = 20000L; 
pos_min[0] = -20000L; 
pos_max[l] = 20000L; 
pos_min[l] = -20000L;
pos_max[2]=100000L; 
pos_min[2]=-100000L; 
pos_max[3]=100000L; 
pos_min[3]=-lOOOOOL;
pos_max[4]=20000L; 
pos_min[4]=-20000L; 
pos_maxI5]=20000L; 
pos_min[5]=-20000L;
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v_limit = (int)(8.0*ADGAIN) ;
INT_DISABLE( ) ; /* Global discible of interrupts */
set_ivtp((void *)0x002ffe00); /* Explicitly Set IVTP on 512 word
bndary*/
install_int_vector((void *)c_int04, 0x04); /* Set int vector for
IIOFl V
load_iif(OxOOBO); /* Enable IIFOl to be a level triggered
interrupt */
init_PC16I08(); /* Intialize PC/16108 board */ 
dummy = *ADCO; /* Clear pending interrupts */
/* Configure 32 Digital I/O Board */
init_32DIO(); /* Initialize 32DIO */
init_ls7266(); /* Initialize LS7266 chip */
INT_ENABLE(); /* Globally enable interupts. */
CACHE_ON(); /* Turn ON the cache */
get_target=0; 
circle=l;
while(l) /* Wait for Interrupts */
if(get_target==0) /* need to get new target */
{
for(j=0;j<=5;j++)
receive_msg(1,&ref_f [j ],1); 
while(chk_dma(1));
receive_msg(1,&time,1); 
while(chk_dma(1)); 
receive_msg(1,GdSamples,1); 
while(chk_dma(1));
/♦converting reference input into integer */ 
do_work=0; 
samples=dSamples;
ref[0] = (int)(ref_f[0])*150.0;/* for SP, 1 deg =
150.3333*/
ref[1] = (int)(ref_f[1])*150.0;/* for SR,1 deg=150 */
ref[2] = (int)(ref_f[2])*1038 ;
ref[3] = (int)(ref_f[3])*1038;
ref[4] = (int)(ref_f[4])*331.11;
ref[5] = (int)(ref_f[5])*331.11;
t_f=time; /* set total time */
del_t=t_f*0.1; /* delta t = t_f*10% */
tl_f=t_f*0.2; /* tl_f=2*del_t=0.2*t_f */
t2_f=t_f*0.8; /* t2_f=t_f-2*del_t */
for (j=0;j<=5;j++)
{
q_f[j]=ref[j]; /* set target */
d_v( j ] = (q_f [ j ]-q_0 [ j ] )/(t_f*0. 8) ; /* set 2nd seg. speed*/ 
ql_f [j]=q_0[j]+d_v[j]*del_t; /* 1st seg. final pos.*/
q2_f[j]=ql_f[j]+d_v[j]*(t2_f-tl_f);/* 2nd seg.final pos.*/
}
t=0;
N= (int) (time*hertz);
circle =1;
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int_recd=0;
flag=l;
circle=l;
get_target=l;
count=0;
do_work=l;
}
else /* have received targets */
{
if{int_recd)
{
if ( count <=scunples )
{
send_msg(1,data,18,1); 
count++;
1
int_recd=0;
}
}
}
}
/* end of main() */
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
c_int04() - Interrupt Service Routine (ISR)
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
void c_int04(void)
{ int j=0,n;
dummy = *ADCO; /* clear the interrupts from PC/16108 */ 
if (do_work==0) return ;
if (flag==l) /* skipping the first sample to allow */
{ flag =0; /* the PC/16108 board to catch up */
int_recd=0; 
return ;
1
read_ldio(PORT_A,&position[0],&position[1]) 
read_ldio(PORT_B,&pos ition[2],sposition[3]) 
read_ldio(PORT_C,sposition[4], Sposition[5])
for (j=0;j<=5;j++)
1
if (position[j]>15000000) position[j]=position[j]-16777215; 
cn[j] = position[j];
1
/* 4th order polynomial trajectory planning */
t=((float)circle)/hertz ; /* current time elapsed */
if( t<= tl_f) /* first segment */
{
for (j=0;j<=5;j++)
{
alO[j]= q_0[j];
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al3[j]=1.0/(2.0*(2.0*del_t)*(2.0*del_t)*(2.0*del_t))*{20.0*ql_f[j]- 
20.0*q_0[j]-(8.0 *d_v[j])*2.0*del_t);
al4[j]»1.0/(2.0*(2.0*del_t)*(2.0*del_t)*(2.0*del_t)*(2.0*del_t))*(30.0*q 
_0[]]-30.0*ql_f[il+(14.0*d_v[i])*2.0*del_t);
rn[j]=alO[j]+al3[j]*t*t*t+al4[j]*t*t*t*t;
}
}
else if(t<=t2_f) /* second segment */
1
for {j=0;j<=5;j++)
rn[j]=ql_f[j]+d_v[j]*(t-tl_f ) ;
1
else if(t<=t_f) /* third segment */
I
dt=t-t2_f;
for(j=0;j<=5;j++)
r n [j]=q2_f[j]+d_v [ j]*dt+(-al3[j])*dt*dt*dt+(- 
al4[j])*dt*dt*dt*dt;
1
else
{
for (j=0;j<=5;j++) 
rn[j] = ref[j ];
}
/* end of 4th order trajectory planning */
circle=circle+l;
for(j=0; j<=5; j++)
{
if(rn[j] <= pos_raax[j] && rn[j] >= pos_min[j])
{
controller(j); 
lim_OK = 1;
}
else
(
lim_OK = 0;
}
)
if(lim_OK==l)
(
if(count <= (int)samples)
{
for (j=0;j<=5;j++)
(
data[3*j ] = rn[j];
data[3*j+l] = cn[j]; 
data[3*j+2] = e n [j];
}
/* count = count + 1 ;  */
}
else
{
get_target=0 ;
}
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j=0; j<=5; j++) mnlj] <<= 16;
*DACO = m n 11] ; /* Shoulder roll */
*DAC1 = m n 10]; /* Shoulder pitch */
*DAC2 = -mnl2]; /* Elbow Inside */
*DAC3 = -mn[3]; /* Elbow Outside */
*DAC4 = m n 15]; /* Wrist Outside */
*DAC5 = m n 14]; /* Wrist Inside */
*DAC6 = OL;
1
else /* limit not ok */
{
for(j=0; j<=5; j++)
*(DACO+j) = OL;
}
int_recd=l;
} /* end c_int04() */
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * .
Read a motor position from 1 DIO port
void read_ldio(unsigned long *PORT,long* channel_x,long* channel_y)
{ long value; 
int i;
*PORT_REG = PR_C0NFIG1; /* configure ports a,b,c,d as output */
/* transfer X counter contents to output latch */ 
write_X(PORT, TRSFRCNTR_OL);
/* reset byte pointer of the X channel */ 
write_x(PORT, BP_RESET);
/* configure ports a,b,c as inputs, and d as output */
*PORT_REG = PR_C0NFIG2; 
for (i=0;i<=2;i++) {
tempii] = read_x(PORT); /* 1st read */
}
value =((tempi 0]>>16)|(temp 11]>>8)|temp 12]);
*channel_x=value;
*PORT_REG = PR_C0NFIG1;
write_y(PORT, TRSFRCNTR_OL);
write_y(PORT, BP_RESET);
*PORT_REG = PR_C0NFIG2; 
for (i=0;i<=2;i++) 1
tempii] = read_y(PORT);
}
value =(( temp 10]>>16)|(temp 11]>>8)|temp[2]);
*channel_y=value;
V
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/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
init_32DIO() - Initialize PC32DIO
* * * *★ *♦** * * * *♦ * *♦ **★ **★ *** * * *★ *** * /
void init_32DIO{)
(
temp[0]
♦CONTROL 
*PORT_REG 
*PORT_D
= *RESET;
= CR_CONFIG;
= PR_C0NFIG1; 
= OxOOffOOOO;
]
/* Software Reset */
/* Setup Control Register */
/* Configure All Ports as outputs*/ 
/* set PORT_D output as high */
/ * ★ * * * * * * * * * * ♦ * * * * * * *★ * ★ * * * * * * * * * * *
init_ls7266() - Initialize LS7266
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ★ * ♦ « * * * * ★ * * * * * * * * * * * /
void init_ls7266()
{
init_port(PORT_A); 
in it_port(PORT_B); 
init_port(PORT_C);
}
void init_port(unsigned long *PORT)
[
write_both(PORT, INDEX_DISABLE); /* disable index register for
write_both(PORT, EFLAG_RESET); 
write_both(PORT, BP_RESETB);
write_both(PORT, INPUT_SETDP);
b o th  X and y * /
/* reset error flag register */ 
/* resets byte pointer of both 
X and Y */
/* enables inputs A and B for 
both X and y * /
/* reset X and Y counter */wr ite_both(PORT, CNTR_RESETB); 
if(PORT==PORT_A) write_both(PORT, QUAD_X4); /* set quad X4
mode for both x and y*/ 
else write_both(PORT, QUAD_X2); /* set quad X2 for port B and
C */
}/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
write_both() - write data to both channel control
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
void write_both(unsigned long *PORT, unsigned long data)
{
int j=0;
♦PORT = data;
*PORT_D = OxOOOCOOOO; /* low */ 
for(j=0; j<50; j++) ;
*PORT_D = OxOOOEOOOO; /* high */
}
write_x() - write data to X channel control.
V
void write_x(unsigned long *PORT, unsigned long data) 
{
int j=0;
♦PORT = data;
*PORT_D = OxOOOCOOOO; /* low */ 
for(j=0; j<50; j++);
*PORT_D = OxOOOEOOOO; /* high */
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/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
write_y() - write data to Y channel control
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * ♦ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
void write_y(unsigned long *PORT, unsigned long data)
{
int j = 0;
♦PORT = data;
*PORT_D = OxOOODOOOO; /* low ♦/ 
for(j=0; j<50; j++);
*PORT_D = OxOOOFOOOO; /* high ♦/
}
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
read_x() - read data from X output latch
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
long read_x(unsigned long ♦PORT)
{
long data; 
int j=0;
*PORT_D=0x00020000; /♦ low ♦/
for(j=0; j<50; j++); 
data = *PORT;
♦PORT_D=0x00060000; /♦ high ♦/
return data;
}
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
read_y() - read data from Y output latch
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
long read_y(unsigned long *PORT)
{
long data; 
int j = 0;
*PORT_D=0x00030000; /♦ low ♦/
for(j=0; j<50; j++); 
data = *PORT;
*PORT_D=0x00070000; /♦ high ♦/
return data;
}
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ♦ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
init_PC16l08() - Initializes the PC/16108 analog I/O board
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
void init_PC16108(void)
{
int j;
/♦ Control register - resetting the board ♦/ 
/♦ Clear the DAC input latches ♦/
♦CR OL;
♦DACO 0x00000000
♦DACl = 0x00000000
♦DAC2 = 0x00000000
♦DAC3 = 0x00000000
♦DAC4 = 0x00000000
♦DAC5 = 0x00000000
♦DAC6 = 0x00000000
for (j=0;j<10;j++);
tdefine TVAL16 0x00010000 ♦ (long) (10000000.0/(float) hertz);
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♦TIMER16 = TVAL16;
tdefine TVAL2 (long)(10000000.0/(float) hertz);
♦TIMER2 = TVAL2;
*DOR = OL; /* Data output register */
♦PGR = OxOOOOOOOOL; /♦ Set up programmable gain amps. Gain =1 ♦/
♦CR = OxBOOlOOOO; /♦ Set up control register; Enable ints. ♦/
1
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
controller () - PID controller
* * * * * « * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
void controller(int j)
{
en[j] = rn[j]-cn[j]; /♦ error calculation ♦/
sum[j] += en[j]; /♦ error summation (integration) ♦/
mn[j] = (int)(Kp[j]^en[j] + Ki[j]^sum[j] + Kd[j]♦(en[j]- 
en_l[j])♦hertz); /♦ Controller output ♦/ 
en_l[j] = e n [j];
if (mn[j] > v_limit) mn[j] = v_limit; /♦ Amplifier min.max
limits ♦/
if (mn[j] < -v_limit) mn[j] = -v_limit;
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APPENDIX B
CONFIGURATION FILES
System C onfiguration F ile  (netapLcfg)
Cooperative Control of RM-lOA
Date; Thu Feb 06 18:01:01 1997
System Configuration File for C40 Network
Host [
Hostname: LSIHOST
Board {
Board_Type: QPC/C40B 
Host_Connection: 0300h 
Register: OlOh, OOOOOh 
Host_Connection: 0320h 
Host_Connection: 0340h
Block 0 Base Address 
Control Register 
Block 1 Base Address (JTAG) 
LIA Base Address
Module (
Module_Type: MDC40S2
Site: A
Processor CPU_A {
Processor_Type: C40 
Clock_Speed: 50
Memory_Map {
Page 0002FF800h 0002FFBFFh 
Page 0002FFC00h 0002FFFFFh 
Page 000300000h 00031FFFFh 
Page 000320000h 00033FFFFh 
Page 040000000h 040007FFFh 
Page 070000000h 070007FFFh No_RT_ 
Page OSOOOOOOOh OSOOlFFFFh
1
}
No_RT_Access ; INTO 
No_RT_Access ; INTI 
No_RT_Access ; BANKO 
No_RT_Access ; BANKl 
No_RT_Access ; PEROM 
Access ; IDROM 
No_RT_Access ; BANK2
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Module {
Module_Type: MDC40S2
Site: B
Processor CPü_B { 
Processor_Type: C4 0 
Clock_Speed: 5 0
Memory_Map {
Page 0002FF800h 
Page 0002FFC00h 
Page 000300000h 
Page 000320000h 
Page 040000000h 
Page 070000000h 
Page OSOOOOOOOh
1
0002FFBFFh
0002FFFFFh
00031FFFFh
00033FFFFh
040007FFFh
070007FFFh
OSOOlFFFFh
No_RT_Access 
No_RT_Access 
No_RT_Acces s 
No_RT_Access 
No_RT_Acces s 
No_RT_Access 
No_RT_Access
INTO
IN T I
BANKO
BANKl
PEROM
IDROM
BANK2
)
)
Link_Map {
Link CPU_A[0] CPU_B[3] Two_Way
1
JTAG Configuration File (boardOOO.cfg)
Cooperative Control of RM-lOA 
Date: Thu Feb 06 18:01:01 1997 
JTAG Configuration File for C40 Network
"CPÜ_A" TI320C40 
"CPU B" TI320C40
Texas Instruments' Floating Point Tools
The Texas Instruments C compiler package contains a C compiler and an 
assembler/linker fo r TMS320C40 processors. The DSP C code is compiled using the 
compiler to produce assembly code which is then passed to the assembler. The assembler 
converts this to object code which the linker combines w ith a C runtime support library
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and any other user modules. The resulting output is in the COFF file  format and may be 
downloaded d irectly to the DSP. 
The above process is carried out using command line 
cl30 source.c -v40 -g -s -z source.cmd 
where source.c is the DSP C code file  and source.cmd is the linker command file  
which is given below
/* Linker Command File for the C40 code */
-o source.out 
source.obj
-1 rts40.1ib 
-1 prts40.1ib
-e ci nt OO
/* Reread libraries if unresolved symbols. 
/* symbols have not been found.
ROM autoinitialization.
Linker options to name the output file.
/ *
/ *
/ *
/ *
/ *
/ *
/ *
/ *
/ *
/ *
Input file specification. (Put before 
linking to the libraries, unless 
the - X  option is used)
Link c40 Run Time Support Library.
Link small memory c40 Parallel Run Time 
Support Library.
Define the entry point. Must be c_intOO 
if the dsp programs are C source files.
* /
* /
* /
* /
* /
* /
* /
V  
* /  
* /  
* /
V
/* Specify standard memory configuration for the QPCC40 */ 
MEMORY 
[
IRAMO origin = 002FF800h length = 0400h / * Int 0, Ik */
I RAMI origin = 002FFC00h length = 0400h / * Int 1, Ik * /
ERAMO origin = 00300000h length = 8000h / * Ext 0, 32k
ERAMl origin = 00308000h length = 8000h / * Ext 1, 32k * /
PEROM origin = 40000000h length = 8000h / * PEROM, 32k
ERAM2 origin = SOOOOOOOh length = 8000h /* Ext 2, 32k * /
}
/* Specify output sections */
SECTIONS
(
.text : { } > ERAMO
.data : I 1 > IRAMO
.vectors : { ] > IRAMI
.cinit : { } > IRAMI
.bss : ( } > ERAMO
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RM-lOA Left Arm
APPENDIX C
PID GAINS
Number M otor Proportional 
Gain Kp
Integral 
Gain K i
Derivative 
Gain Kd
1 Shoulder Pitch 0.2 0.001 0.01
2 Shoulder Roll 0.2 0.001 0.01
3 Elbow Inside 0.2 0.001 0.01
4 Elbow Outside 0.2 0.001 0.01
5 W rist Inside 0.13 0.001 0.004
6 W rist Outside 0.17 0.001 0.0013
* Note : These parameters may be influenced by the gain o f each am plifier. 
Table C PID Gains fo r le ft arm
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APPENDIX D
PIN OUT OF 25-PIN D-SUB CONNECTOR
This 25-pin connector is installed on the printed circu it board which connects the 
decoder board w ith those encoders in the robot jo ints. O f a ll pins , 15 pins were used.
Color Definition
Red Vcc
Black Gnd
White-Green NC
Green S.P. Ch A
Blue W .I. Ch A
Cream W .I. Ch B
W hite-Black S.P. Ch B
Orange W.O.Ch A
Yellow W.O.Ch B
Red-Yellow S.R.Ch A
Brown E.O. Ch A
White E.O. Ch B
W hite-Pink S.R. Ch B
Grey E .I. Ch A
Rose E.I.Ch B
Note: S.P. stands fo r Shoulder Pitch (m otor), S.R. fo r Shoulder R oll, 
E .I. fo r Elbow Inside, E.O. fo r Elbow Outside,
W .I. fo r W rist Inside, W.O. fo r W rist Outside.
Ch A  , B fo r each decoder's 2 channels.
NC fo r not connected.
Table D 25-Pin Connector W ire Coimection
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APPENDIX E
PIN-OUT OF CONNECTOR AT SHOULDER (3X5)
This connector directly connects a ll the encoders' 2 channels w ith the corresponding 
decoders . The definition o f each pin is as follow s :
PIN Number Definition
1 Common Vcc
2 Common GND
3 N.C
4 Ch.A S.P.
5 Ch.A W .I
6 Ch.B W .I
7 Ch.B S.P
8 Ch. A W.O
9 Ch.B W.O
10 Ch.A S.R
11 Ch. A E .0
12 Ch.B E.O
13 Ch.B S.R
14 Ch.A E.I
15 Ch.B E.I
Note: A ll abbreviations used in  this table are the same as in table App-D. 
Table E Shoulder Connector Pinout
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APPENDIX F 
PIN-OUT OF CONNECTOR AT ELBOW
There are 3 connectors at elbow areas. Their numbers o f pins are d iffe re n t, so 
it is very easy to distinguish them. They connect the encoders in  the elbow and w rist area 
w ith the decoders via the shoulder coimector.
Pin Number Definition
1 Vcc
2 Vcc
3 Vcc
4 Vcc
5 Elbow In +
6 Elbow In -
7 Elbow Out +
8 Elbow Out -
Table F I Elbow Coimector (3x3) pin-out.
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Pin Number Definition
1 Common Vcc
2 Common GND
3 N.C
4 Index W rist In
5 Ch.A W .I
6 Ch.B W .I
7 Index W.O
8 Ch. A  W.O
9 Ch.B W.O
10 Index E.O
11 Ch.A E.O
12 Ch.B E .0
13 Index E .I
14 Ch.A E .I
15 Ch.B E.O
Table F2 Elbow Connector (3x5, type 063) Pinout.
Pin Number Definition
1 Gripper -f-
2 G ripper-
3-11 N.C.
12 W.O +
13 w .o -
14 W .I +
15 W .I -
Table F3 Elbow Connector (3x5, type 042) Pinout
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APPENDIX G
PIN-OUT OF CONNECTOR AT WRIST
This is a 3x5 , 15 pin connector that connects the encoders at w rist jo in ts w ith 
decoders. The pin definition is as follows:
Pin Number D efinition
1 G ripper+
2 G ripper-
3 N.C
4 Index W .I
5 Ch.A W .I
6 Ch.B W .I
7 Index W.O
8 Ch.A W.O
9 Ch.B W.O
10 Common GND
11 Common VCC
12 W.O +
13 w .o -
14 W .I +
15 W . I -
Table G W rist Connector P inout.
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